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INTRODUCTION 
Purppse and Goals of the Studx 
rt is a weapon! • • • And it is as a weapon that 
the Communists regard and use the theatre. Not as a 
medimn of self-expression for the author or actor, not 
primarily as a means of recreation for the spectator, 
but as a tool of the all·po~erful and all-pervading stat 
an implement for dissrminating the tenets of the 
Communist philosophy. 
The major goal of this study i to examine Soviet drama in 
the light of the above statement, investigating hot•T and to 
what extent the Soviet drama has been used as an instrument 
of Communist Party policy. The question of how Communist 
objectives are portrayed, through the subject matter and 
themes of the plays , through the types of characters 
represented, and through the goals and values held by the 
characters, is explored . Since the Russian Revolution was 
social, as well as political , a further purpose is to 
examine tl way in t~ich social institutions such as religion, 
marriage, and the family are depicted in the drama . 
1be t~iter' s motivation for the study is the 
gaining of more knowledge about the role ~mich the drama 
plays in the Soviet state. The primary concentration is 
1Eugen.e Lyons (ed . ), Six Soviet Plaxs (Cambridge, 
~~ssachusetts : Riverside Press , 19~4), p. v . 
U upon the content of the plays. not upon the production tech-
niques of the theatre nor the effects which the theatre 
might have upon the audience .. 
D 
t',rocegyre 
This study is a form of content analysis ., in whieh 
the content of a play is classified into categories which 
are counted and tabulated~ the results laying a basis for 
making conclusions about the content~ 
II Ths !!lays ~tudi@£1 
The analysis is based on twenty plays selected from 
Soviet clramatic productions from 1917 to the present. These 
1 were selected so as to represent five periods of Soviet 
drama (as discussed in Chapter I, "History of Soviet Drama") . 
I The sample is distri.buted among the periods in this way1 
Number 
1st: 
2nd: 
3rd:. 
4th; 
5th : 
1917•1928 .... Early Years of Soviet Drama 
1928•1938 - Per,iod of Social D~ama 
1938 ... 1945 • War Years 
1945-1953 ... Recons truction 
195J ... Present - Khrushchev Era 
ot .. P~ys 
7 
4 
l 
5 
I The fourth and fifth periods ere combined in the babulations 
I because of the lack of representation in Period Four . 
The number of plays in the sample is few , but there 
is justification for their. validity as a sample in this 
statement by the historian Gorchakov : 
Soviet drama is the only drama in ·the wor14 that 
makes it almost ridiculous to study individual play-
2 
wrights •••• Their th .es and styles are so uniform 
that it \nll be quite enough to study only the out-
standing orks connected with each group •1 •• to obtain a c~mprehensive understanding of them all . 
After the selection process was completed the plays 
were each read twice; first for general understanding , then 
in order to note impressions and ideas which appeared, and 
to make a short summary of the play (see Basic Data Sheet, 
ppendix B) . f: lso, personal info tion on the characters--
age, se."<, occupetion, etc ·-was recorded, a ong tY'ith their 
goals , values, strengths and weal<nesses . (See Character 
Data Sheet , ppendix D. ) 
Next , categories were selected from standard sets 
used in other studies2 and adapted for use in classifying 
and nalyzing the infonnation contained in the reading notes . 
The plays as units were categorized as to general 
types (social , political, or historical}, themes (war, 
class struggle, etc ), endings (light , tragic, or mixed), 
and time and place settings . 
The characters were categorized in two wayc . First , 
all characters te~e classified as to age, sex, marital 
status, race and nationality , occupational group, ocial 
1 Nikolai Gorchakov, .;;.Th.;::.:::e~T~h-=e~a.;::;t.::.r.;::;e"'"'iiio;;n'ri.......,-.;:;~~......,= (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2oonald McGranahan and Iv Wayne , "German and 
American Traits eflected in Popular Drama," uman 
Relation?, 1: 428· 455, 1948 . 
3 
origin, education, religion, nnd physical characteristics. 
I ext, t he major characters were classified in terms of 
personality and value characte~istics, including: major 
activities (rJOrk, leisure, family duty, and party 
activities), character types ( ositive, negative, or 
ambivalent), personality t;raits (kindness, masculinity, 
honesty, dishonesty, etc . ), and goals (love, fame, money, 
knowledge. etc . ) . 
A coding sheet was used to facilitate tabulation of 
character data (see Appendix C) . 
Organization of the Thesis 
The first chapter is a brief background history of 
the Soviet drama, be inning with the pre-revolutionary 
theatre scene, then going on to delineate the five major 
periods of the drama . Here, summaries of the plays are 
included as e&amples of the drama in each period . 
Chapters Tt~ through Four present and discuss the 
data obtained from the nalysis of the sample of plays . 
The second chapter gives an overall view of Soviet drama 
by discussing the types, themes nd settings of the plays . 
Chapter Three gives the personal information or d~~ographic 
data on the c aracters, such as age, occupation, marital 
status . Chapter Four discus es value aspects of the 
characters, including character types, goals, personality 
traits, and major activities . 
4 
Chapter Five considers the representation of more~ 
and institutions in the drama in order to determine the 
extent of Soviet influence on ideas of love or morality, for 
example ~ This chapter is related to the overall picture of 
Soviet influence on the drama in the concluding chapter . 
The trends noted in the history of Sovidt drama, 
the studies of the characters, and the representation of 
mores and institutions in the drama are combined in the 
final chapt.er to show the method and extent of Soviet use 
of thE! drama as a tool of gove~ent . 
5 
CHAPTER I 
HISTORY OF THE SOVtET DRAt4A 
This part of our study is intended to place Soviet 
drama into a historical conteKt and trace its development 
from pre-revolutionary times to the present . The history 
is based on the same structure as found in Gorehakov' s ~-fOrk, 
1 ttist,o~x, of Sovit:S Qr§l!ll!.•l The drama of the first part of I the century prior to 1917, termed pre-revolutionary drama , 
is outlined first . It was a great influence upon I 
I production and playt-\frighting in the Soviet era, and its 
playwrights , such as Chekhov, are still popular on the 
soviet stage . Sgyj.~!;: drama, which may be defined as 
including any play written or produced in the Soviet Union 
from October , 1917, to the present time, is divided into 
II fi"Ve periods suggested by Gorchakov ' s history . The first 
I period (1917-1928) shows the imposition of Bolshevik policy 
I upon the theatre--and the resultin6 plays ~ The s~cond 
I period (1;.28-1938) illustrates the tightening of Party 
poliey on the arts and the introduction of ''socialist 
I realism. n The thi-rd period (1938-1945) is the period of 
patriotism, when the theatre was used to stir the hearts of 
laorchakov, o,a,, ,cit, 
the people to "save the fatherland . u After the war , the 
11 fourt h period (1945-1953) signalled a return to pre- war 
I 
II 
I 
policies t-lith an increased amount of anti-~"''lericanism . The 
fif t h period (not included in Gorehakov ' s 1953 yrork) brings 
the reader from 1953 through the Khrushchev era: until the 
present . 
The periods are illustrated with examples of their 
plays, including t he twenty in t he sample under study and 
several others whieh fill in gaps not represented in the 
sample. (A list of the plays studied and their sources 
appears in Appendix A. ) 
P:x;e~Revolu~~qnar;x Pussian Drmna 
A revolution in the Russian theatre occurred at the 
end of the nineteenth century nearly two decades before the 
political revolution of the Bolsheviki- the legacies of 
which greatly influenced t he development of Soviet drama 4 
The latter part of the nineteenth century had seen a 
terrible decline in the Russian t1eatre . Acting, directing , 
as t'lell 
talent, 
founded 
as play\.rrighting, were char cterized by lack of 
imagination, sincerity, or sense of purpose. 
In 1897 Stanislavski and Nemirovich- Danchenko 
the Mos·cow Art Theatre in an effort to refot-m the 
11 institution of the theatre, It ~1as founded in a spirit of 
experimentation and a search for truth, the fruits of which 
brought a ne\>1 imension to the ~ ussian theatre. The ne\-1 
7 
theories brought sincerity . realism, and mood, along with 
Stanislavski ' s famous inner technique of acting , to the 
Russian stage. 
Dut;ing this period there v"ere other currents of the 
·Russian thea tie tmich were actually hybrid forms of the 
Moscow .t).rt Theatre . These theatres '1ere ~ounded by men of 
courage and imagination- · Meyerhold, Vakhtangov~ Tai~ov·-t~ 
ith Stanislavski and others made t e Russian theatre grow 
a:nd flourish during the first qu rter of t.he twentieth 
century. 
Anton Chekhov .was probably as instrumental in 
changing pre-revolutionary drama as tl7ere Stanislavski and 
his fo.llotfers . He is .::onsidered by some to be the 11third 
founder of the Moscot\' Art Theatre . u Stanislavsl~i himself 
said in 1908, "Chekhov • • • and our theatre were 
amalgam ted into a common effort t o achieve artistic 
II stmpU .. city and truthfulness on tha stage . nl 
Chekhovt s greatest contribution tvas the revelati-on 
of human spirit through his characters in a context of 
everyday life. Chekhov brought to the theatre a thirst for 
truth and the desire to find ·and transmit the very ttessence'• 
o£ a human being . 
It 'tiTaS Chel<hov•s hopes for a brighter future and 
his realistic portrayal of human conditions ~9hich laid the 
1Konstantin Stanislavski, Stantslavsld._' !J . .LeF~iSY 
(New York: Theatre Arts Books j 195 ) , p . 81 . 
0 ·'' 
II 
bt!\sis f ·or tile ·philosophy of the theatre . tVhile revealing the 
"iru1.er being" of his characters, he a t tempted to justify the 
human being . 
Chekhov•s theme and style were adopted by the 
theatres, it:ti t:a.ted by other play'Wl"'ights and, after the 
revolt.ttton of 1917 ~ exploited by the Bolshevilts to achieve 
their own purposes . In the Soviet perl.od, "The HoscoN Art 
Theatre alti ays used the light and ,rarmth of Chekhov • s 
methods to ern1oble and humanize the crude, false, ponderous, 
and frequently misanthropic works of Soviet drama . "1 
"':;' 
The remainder of t he tvriting in the pre ... revolutiona~ 
period t~as done by lesser lmo\-1.0 imi.tators of Anton Chekhov . 
Among them are Andreyev, Artsybashev, and probably most 
important of all, r-1axim Gorky, who continued to ~~rite under 
the Soviets . tJe shall mentiOl'l later two plays which Gorky 
wrote after the revolution. 
The trends in the Russian theatre t!thieh led into the 
Bolshevik Revoluti on are very clear, They were manifested 
in the acting, directing , the plaY\~ighting. in the overall 
~teeution of plays of the period . After the pattern of 
Sta.nislavski and Chekhov, they constituted a trend at->'ay from 
the false theatricalism of the nineteenth century and a 
search for truth and purpose in the human being portrayed 
on the stage. A goal t~as given the Russian theatre and it 
lGorchakov, 22.· cit., p 52. 
9 
became a champion for the human cause; social and political 
themes became popular and optimism flourished . 
The First Period - 1917-1928 
The Revolution and the Theatre 
\-!hen V. I . Lenin and the Communist Party took the 
reins of government in 1917 , the institution of the theatre 
was profoundly affected . Theatre people generally accepted 
the Soviet government because they felt it was creating a 
nm1 way of life. They responded ith alacrity to the dicta 
of Lenin: 
There are no forms of art or science which should not 
be linked to the great ideas of Communism • • • (all 
nonscholarly education of the masses, including the 
theatre) must touch Communist propaganda . 
The theatre as given the mission of bringing culture to t he 
masses•· educating, improving ~ perfecting them . 
The early repertory leaned heavily on classics, 
carefully chosen, so that their content was in basic 
sympathy with the declared aims of Communism. Older 
ussian classics, foreign classics, as well s the 
humanistic plays of the pre- revolutionary period ,.. ere seen 
in large quantity. 
The Fit;st nsoviet" Dramas 
Most of the major t ussian playtaights of the period 
l I9id . , p . 114. 
10 
did not accept their new role tnth great enthusiasm and ther 
were relatively few new plays written during the first perio • 
Several nsovietu playwrights, however, di.d emerge. Their 
plays may be divided into three differm1t types~-
futuristie, historical, and satirical . 
Futuristic, Plrurs ...... The first plays were the f};t:turisti.c 1 
npolitical revues .," of which "Mystery-Bouff e," by Mayakovsky 
is an Qut:standing example~ The play was produced by the 
brilliant director Meyerhold in November of 1918; While 
the Civil War was still raging . In ••Mystery-Bouffe , n 
Mayakovsky pitted sevE!l'l pairs of "clean people" (representa-
tives of the parasitic and ex.ploiting classes) against an 
equal number of "unclean peoplen (a farm hand , a miner, a 
raftsman, a seamstress; etc . ) . In the face of a tvorldwide 
1
1 
flood of biblical proportions the "clean peoplen force the 
"unclean'* to build an ark to save them all from drowning . 
After all are safely inside the ark, t he "unclean" rebel and 
I 
th.row out. their eKploitera . A new Messiah, "the Common 
1-tan," appears and shot1'S the .. unclean peopleh the way to the 
Promised Land of Communism. l e delivers a blasphemous 
I "Sermon on the Hountu against religion and proclaims the 
absolute and highest truth of the class struggle--the 
I struggle of the common man against his exploiters . 
11 
Historical PliY~ ...... The second type of play written during 
the early period was the t,li.§tortcal .ela;x -v1hich dramatized 
falsified versions of._, events such as peasant rebellions, tbe 
1905 Revolution and the recent Civil t.Va:r ("Lyttbov Yarovaya," 
by Trenev, 1925). This is one of the .outstanding plays of 
the period . In nLyubov Yarovaya , tt Trenev created a genuine 
cast of characters but bound them with a basically 
artificial and flimsy plot . The setting for the play is a 
llolshevik occupied totm in Sout hern Russia which is 
surrounded by the tmite Army. A group of Bolsheviks is sent 
to blow up a bridge and is captur.ed . 'The reu ining 
Bolsheviks are forced to go underground and the to~m is 
taken by the Whites. A member of the underground group, 
Lyubov Yax-ovay, , plans to free the prisoners, hut she finds 
that her husband, Yarovoi, has become an officer in the 
White Army and, worse yet, is assigned to punish the 
:Bolshevik prisoners . The final scene of the play depicts 
how tyubov Yarovaya heroically carries out her plan to free 
the prisoners and captures her husband, t-7hom she relentless! 
sends to his execution. 
It was with plays such as "Mystery-Bouffe" and 
11Lyubov Yarovaya•• that the Soviets intended to re-educate 
the people to the Bolshevik way of thinking . History was 
rewritten, Communism was proclaimed savior of the world, and 
people were h3nded new laws and a new morality~~the 
Comnn.tnist morality . 
12 
Satirical Plays -- There \vas yet a third type of play 
t'lt'itten during the first decade which did not follo\ the 
party line ~1d was almost al ays damned by the Soviet 
It as a kind of 
satire wh ch sut~assed even the boldness exhibited during 
the "tha " in the 1950 ' s . ost of these early satires dealt 
-1ith domestic topics and t\fere masterpieces in their own 
right . Describing the satirical melodrama, 11The End of 
Krovoeylisk," the historian Gorchakov remarked, "He (the 
griter) presented a portrait gallery of • • • outdated 
opponents of the Soviet reg~e , and his villains were more 
alive and convincing than his heroes • • • nl 
"The Bedbug, 11 by ·1ayakovs1<y (192.8) , as an 
~~ce1lent satire of the arrogance , sycophancy, and 
parisitism of the period . It failed in 1928 because of 
official condemnation but was revived under Khrushchev in 
1955 and enjoyed a tremendous success . The play is set in 
the early tHenties in 1osccxv. The hero is a stupid, 
uncultured ttex-party member" named risypkin \v-ho leaves his 
fiancee in order to marry a rich aristocrat . At the 
'edding banquet all the guests , including the bride and 
groom, become inebriated and pass out . At the same time a 
fire breaks out and firemen arc s oned as the scene ends 
in perfect chaos . 
1 Ibid , , p . 190 . 
13 
0 
I 
The next scene is projected fifty years into t he 
future where "tt."Ue Communism" has finally been achieved-· 
all of man's weaknesses have been eradicated . There is no 
more love, fear, feeling, or vices. Our hero, Prisypkin, 
I is fOtnld frozen into a b ock of ice in the basement of the 
building Where the wedding banquet was held fifty years 
previously, but-- the secret of life has been discovered .and 
11 Prisypkin is resurrected in a laboratory . He astounds 
doctors and onlookers by asking for liquor and cigarettes, 
11 an unheat'd of thing in the "perfect" society ci A bug is 
II 
found on the body of the man and pandemonium breaks out . 
(There are no more bugs or parasites in -the perfect '\:«>rld . ) 
Finally, Prisypkin, together t~itl his bug , is put in a cage 
in the zoo where people gaze with wonder at his antica ..... 
s .lee:ping, drinking, laughing, and crying for the past . 
In this play Mayakovsky subtly states his dis-
satisfaction with the goals of Communism. He suggests to 
the audience that the condition of Prisypkin in the second 
part of the play is a symbol of their o-wn plight . 
The Soviet critics harshly rebuked both Mayakovsky 
· and the producer, Heyerhold, for *'The Bedbug .. " l"'ayakovsky 
even had to take an offieial oath that he l~d not been 
depicting socialist society. 1 ~~ In all of tbe sat:irea >."hich appeared during the 
l~bj;d . , P• 218. 
14 
latter part of the rst dec "The '1e bug," 
it is iron t 1at t e o ·-ject of the :riter' s jibes ne:1.rly 
al ·ys gains t e ympathy of the ac.dicnce . The a.tire seems 
to have a reverse effect upon the audience, and more t an 
li.1tely, the tn-it0r planned it that way . ~lays of this tind 
;ould not 1 ve been seen in the ensui c:. years when the 
Soviet government tightened its hold on the content of the , 
drama . But the period of the middle t enties r,.:1 s the period 
of Lenin 's tew Economic Policy mich llo~ed free enterpris~ 
in order to build up the economy; there was a measure of 
freedom in the theatre as well . 
The Second Peripd - 192,8- H'!3.8 
Thg ,tt§ckOn the Theat;&:e 
In 1928 the period of the i~~ Economic Policy ended 
and the country was mobilized to ork according to the 
first five-year plan . !t a~ decided by the Party that the 
theatre should also mobilize; all innovationt all self ... 
styled, individualistic theatre vas to cease, save that 
tmich conformed to the doctrin of "socialist realism. " 
Socialist realism was made t he fundamental method for all 
of Soviet art, including the theatre 
of the new method sounded like this : 
Early interpretations 
It demands of the artists a truthful, historico" 
concret portrayal of reality in its revolutionary 
development . In this connection, the truthfulness and 
the historical concreteness of the artistical portrayal 
must take into account the ideological transfort!'.a.tion 
15 
.. 
' 
and the education of the workers in the spirit of 
socialism. 1 
All the great directors of the first decade, 
Vakhtangov , Tairov, Stanislavski, were made to bend under 
the rule of socialist realism. Playwrights were forced to 
join the Russ ian Association of Proletarian Writers . A 
censorship bureau (Glavit) \!.TaS formed to enforce the 
doctrine of socialist realism. The theatre people 'vho did 
not conform were imprisoned or executed, as was Heyerhold 
eventually; some, like Mayakovsky, committed suicide . 
Subjects for Socialist ealism 
The stereotypes of socialist realism were the only 
plays produced during the decade of the thirties . They 
generally illustrated Party slogans and spoke the Party 
line on various social problems of the day . The writer has 
chosen eight of the most representative of these, each of 
which is designed to attack a separate social problem. 
The Position of \<Tomer; ·- It is customary to find in Soviet 
drama, as well as all of Russian literature, an unusual 
amount of heroines or "strong women. •• During the early 
thirties the Party thought it necessary to redefine the 
1 11ideal woman" and several plays were "t-7ritten for this 
purpose. One such play was "Inga," by Anatole Glebov (1929). 
1George Reavey , Soviet Literature T,pday (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, I~45) . 
16 
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which portrayed a number of N·omen factory ~rorkers of varying 
shades of character. The central figure in the play is 
lnga , a cold and aust ere factory manager who, motivated by 
a latent romantic interest , falls in love with the married 
man Dmitri . lnga is contrasted with Glafeera., a lovely, 
sweet, yet ignorant and unhappy peasant girl who is Dmitri ' s 
tdfe. After Dmitri divorces his wife, he finds himself a 
subject of l nga ' s whims and , only too late; realizes his 
error. In the meantime, Glafeera bas been emancipated; she 
ascends to an equal status with men and accepts her 
responsibilities in society by joining the Party and 
be~oming a "shock· brigader" at the factory . She is 
educated"' both politically and culturally. The play ends 
as the miserable Dmitri divorces Inga to wait in 
humiliation for the forgi veness of "emancipatedtt Glafeera . 
S(ol,lect6 v,.it¢.att}on ..... The Communist Party in the early 
t hirties t..ras preoccupied tdth collectivization of the 
peasants and the liquidation of the kulaks (rich peasants} 
as a c:lass ~ A number of plays tvere t,-r1tten to explain the 
Party line on collectivization and, if necessary, to 
justify it . Typical of these tvas 0 Bread," by Kirshon 
(1930). The plot consists of a mission by several Party 
torkers to a village with orders to raise the quota of 
bread ndona,ted" to t he government . The leaders must start 
a class liar against the kulaks , but two of them, 
Q Mikhailov and Rayevsky, disagree on t he tactics to be used; 
R.ayevst~y t.;tants to use force ; Hikhailov , propaganda and 
cunning. The latter prevails and in the end he sends his 
rival to trial for disobedience . The. mission, nevertheless , 
is accomplished, at ~1hich point the curtain drops and the 
play is over. 
I' 
,, 
"Breadu was pt:a:ised by the Soviet press and 
• • it was declared almost the loftiest attainment of 
the entire proletarian drama . (Incidentally that did 
not erase the author's later difficulties in the 
slightest, he was executed as an enemy of the people. )1 
Th~ Cgnversion g f the ,Intell:J.sents,!ii .... Since the middle 
twenties when universities in Russia were reorganized and 
strict ideological supervision was placed upon professors 
and intellectuals, a movement ~as underway to convert the 
intelligentsia to the Soviet way of doing things . Plays 
like ttFear , " by Afinogel'lOV (1931) , explored the relations 
between the intellectual and the proletarian regime and 
present ed the "new" intellectual ~s opposed to the "oldtt 
intellectual.. nrear*' is an outstanding documentary of 
I Communist suppressi011 of the mind . In the play , Professor 
Borodin's theories regarding the new Institute of Human 
Behavior are opposed by a young woman graduate and other 
,, "'proletarian" intellectuals . Borodin t..rants to make an all• 
inclusive study .of human behavior--drunks, degenerates, 
priests , prostitutes; peasants, tc . --but his opponents want 
1Gorchakov1 op. cit ., p. 288. 
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to study only "ideal types . " Professor Borodin makes a 
speech in his 0\~1 defense and is imprisoned because of i t . 
ilhile contemplating his fat in pr:i.son, he apparently sees 
the light and is shatm in the final scene free and tri.shing 
he '\'ere younger so he caul "start anet·:r . " 
Extinction of the Old tlay of Li fe -· Maxim Gorky tV'rote only 
two plays since the Soviets came to power , both in 1932 . 
"Yegor Bulycbov and Others" and uoostigayev and Others" 
were written by Corky to picture in detail the atmosphere 
which the Revolution of 1917 was to smother . Gorkyts last 
two plays were not related · to the contemporary Soviet scene , 
but nevertheless stand as classics of Soviet drama . uyegor 
Bulychov and Others, u the most powerful of the tt.ro plays, 
shows Bulychov the merchar t dying of cancer , surrounded by 
his dishonest snd egenerat family . He tv-ants to live but 
cannot tear himself atY'ay from the existing milieu nor rid 
II himself of the fatal disease, and dies tvhilc the family 
quarrels over his estate , Nith the death of B1lychov, 
Gorky signalled the demise of the 'old way of life" and the 
disintegration of Russian bourgeois society . 
Love and Marriage - - A number of plays contrasted petty-
bourgeois notions of love and marri~ge with ne Soviet 
a t titudes . The subject was one o ·the f .r \mich lent 
i t self t o comedy and sever l exceptional plays were ritt en , 
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0 one of which ~-1as Shvarkin's ••rather Unknownn (1933). It is 
a farce whose heroine , a young actress; tells her friends 
and family she is pregnant, in orde-r to ttlive" a part for 
a play . Everyone, including her boy friend, deserts her ~ 
She refuses a marriage proposal from a minor Party official 
when she learns that he had an illicit affair with her best 
friend. After experiencing the life of an um-1ed mother ... to• 
be for a time, she finally confesses and is reunited with 
her family and boy friend . This play is a caricature of the 
bourgeois parental attitudes toward love and marriage and 
I at the same time a proclamation of standards of decency in 
I relationships between the sexes . 
Rthabilit§tie>n ofOuttgsts - - In addition to the problem of 
the recalcitrant intellectuals the Soviets were occupied 
during the middle thirties with the rehabilitation and 
utilization of the expanding population of their prison 
eamps . The story of the " ristocrats," by Nikolai Pogodin 
(1934}, takes place in a prison camp in Karelia, in wh:lch 
II inmates • mostly aristocrats, are persuaded in various non-
violent ways to assist in building the ~~ite Sea- Baltic 
Canal . Intellectuals are won over first, then vromen, 
finally the hardened rebels . In the end they are all 
decorated and their sentences commuted for outstanding tterk. 
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lnspira.~1on of the \/orking Class -- Under the early five 
year plans during the 1930's the real foundation of Soviet 
power was laid . There was a posterish spirit of doubled 
quotas, volunteer work Saturdays (subbotniks), and shock-
brigades ; each ,.rorker was encouraged in the belief that his 
job was quite as important as anyone else's. Even the 
worker in the remotest province as informed he was a vital 
part in the building of socialis • Plays like "Far Taiga ," 
by Afinogenov (1935), were ~-rritten to help identify the 
individual ~nth the common Soviet effoxt . In "Far Taiga, n 
a small community of railroad workers in Siberia is 
unexpectedly visited by an army commander and his wife . Of 
course, the small group of ~rkers wants to show such an 
important official its patriotism and diligence, so they 
give the commander a tour of the facilities and a progress 
and discipline report . The conflict in the story is 
centered about Lavrenty, 'mo is unhappy in this remote spot 
and who wants to go to Moscow with the commander on his 
train, against the tdshes of his wife and friends , '-n order 
to "become a hero . " By this time the official and his wife 
have become close friends ~ith the little circle of 
Siberians and the secret is someho revealed that the 
commander is dying of chronic disease and has only three 
months to live . The visitors have to lea for Moscow; 
goodbyes are said, then the train pulls out of the station 
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tvith the ambitious Lavrenty aboard . But, as the train 
leaves, Lavrcnty, at once inspired by the courage of the 
dying commander and sensing a responsibility t~ard his duty 
changes his mind, and jumps from the train to rejoin his 
wife and friends . 
Preperation for Defens§ -- s azi power rose menacingly 
during the thirties, the Soviet government used the medium 
of the drama to prepare the people psychologically for war . 
These plays , produced between 1934 and 1938 , called for 
military preparedness and vigilance . "Orchards of 
Polovchansk,n by Leonov (1938 , was one of the last . It 
shotved socialist unity and patriotism as potential victor 
over all internal and external enemies . The plot is 
constructed about one family v1hich is having a reunion; all 
but one of Maccaveyev ' s five sons arrive home from their 
pos ts. The villain appears in the form of an old friend of 
Haccaveyev ' s ~rlfe• and is exposed by the fam.ily as a German 
spy . The last son of Maccaveyev, it turns out, will not 
come home at all--news of his f te is brought by the boy's 
friend , who falls in love \ri.th one of the 3irls in the 
family . The end of the play sees t he five young men take 
leave of the family to return to fight t he oncoming v1ar . 
The Th\ rd Period • 1238- 1945 
The "Purges" 
Before the war began Stalin disposed of all 
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dissident forces in the governmm1tJ in the army , and in the 
arts with a wave of terror which resulted in the complete 
standardization of everything. In the theatre, freedom of 
creative endeavor was declared counter-revolutionary, and 
was officially condemned .. ocialist realism eame to be 
interpreted as *'official realism,n that is to say> a 
realistic i11terpretation o·f the official Party line . 
Ih!_ Plax,s. of Wartime Pat,riotism 
'The new standardized plays ·;ere preoccupied t<Jith one 
During the firs I subject- ·Russian supremacy in ar or peace. 
two years of the war pla~~ights called upon the past to 
I 
I 
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revive Russi~l chauvinism and to engender people ' s faith in 
Party leaders. Other plays de lt with the war at hand, and 
finally the German occupation. 
ReX~Yil gg Ru~piap Cbauvinis~ ·~ Historical plays in this 
category received the usual Marxist slant, this time in 
order to show examples f'or the Soviet people to imitate. 
In "Field Marshal l<utusov, u by So1oviev (1939), the common 
people at'e shown to have saved Russia from the hands of 
Nspoleon. K.utusov himself is pictured as a son of his 
people, who closely cooperates *th the peasants to bring 
Napoleont s dotmfall .. The play accentuates the intrigue 
and suspicion which existed in the French Army . Kutusov ' s 
death scene is inspiringly depicted as the play ends in 
victory and glory for the Russian army and Russian people . 
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Glorifi;cg,tion,of .Partx Leaders-- Roth during and after th~ 
• 
war there was an increase in the number of plays which 
glorified and extolled Party leaders . Stalin was usually 
given the lead and a false version of his "friendship" t~ri th 
Lenin t;;as often presented . In nKremlin Chimes~ tt by Po god in 
(19l~l), Stalin is shown cooperating with Lenin to electrify 
the countryJ laying the foundation fo~ the first five- year 
plan. According to the play, Lenin enlists the help of a 
gifted, but anti-Communist , engineer in ·planning and 
organizing the project. The bulk of the story relates in 
detail the character of Zabelin , the rebellious engineer, 
and shows, through the kindheartedness and persistency of 
Lenin and Stalin , his eventual conversion to Communism. The 
goal of electrifying Russia is symbolized by a drive to 
repair the silent Kremlin Chimes ; hence the title of the 
play .. 
t!!+1t{!.t:Y11 'I'bem,§S. -- A great many plays written and produced 
during the tfar dealt with the war itself . Host 't ere 
stereotypes of mili.tary heroism, the front, s tories of 
civilians engaged in the war effort, or peasant guerillas 
fighting with the soldieTs .. A good example is tt:Front, .. by 
Korneiehuk (1942), which was a great political success 
because it stated Stalin' s policy and slogans almost word 
for word . General Ivan Gorlov , an old ... fashioned Civil War 
general, is made a scapegoat for all of Stalin ' s mis takes 
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and is replaced after a brief~ but exciting politica 
struggle with tte younger vgncr, ~10 has been trained for 
modern ~varfa_e.. The last lines of the play even quote 
Stalin • s own t-;or s in a recapitulatiOl'l of the theme: 11It is 
necessary to advance young, talented military commanders to I 
leading posit:ons • , • to conduct \Jar along modern lines . u 1 
G~rman Occup0tion -- The heroism of the Russian people under 
the German occupation was exploited by dra atists both 
during the occupation and after t e war had ended . The 
plays are saturated with Russianism and bespeak eternal 
lory and victory to the /ussian people . In addition, 
traitors are painted in blackest terms , as in .. The Square 
of Flowers, u by llyenkov (1944) . 
family in a German-occupied to~ 
Th story is about a 
ose members are faced 
with the critical test of saving their souls in loyalty or 
their lives in CO"I\vardice. They shield a Russian flier in 
their house, but are found out by the daughter's fiance , 
tvho turns out to be an informant . He is tricked into 
keeping their secret, however , by a scheme devised by the 
girl and her grandfather . hen the ruse is finally 
discovered, nothing is left to do but kill the traitorous 
[ fellow, which the entire family does in a patriotic burst 
of vengeance . Ninutes later, the German police come and 
lH . W. L. Dana ( ed . ) , Seven Soviet P avs (Net<T York: 
Macmillan Company, 1946) . 
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kill all o~ them, ~tceptirg the girl and the refugee flier, 
't·7ith tihom she falls in love and escapes to freedom . 
The fgurth Period • 1945-1953 
R!tu:rn tp Pre•Har Polic;x 
F hting the war on the side of t he allies encourage 
many Russians to think they would again be friends with the 
Western world- Since the Comintern {w~rld Communist 
movement) had been disbanded and Russian national heroes 
resurrected, people thought olshevism t~uld change for the 
better . But the Soviet government , aware of this feeling 
among the people, quickly acted to harness the population 
into the old pre-war machine . There was a new wave of 
purges, extending to the theatre w1 ere a strict Party line 
was forced upon all 1riters and producers . Foreign 
influences were purged, along with all considered to be 
"cosmopolitan" and therefore weapons of aggressive American 
imperialism. One of the last of the great innovators, 
Alex.a:nder Tairov, was silenced and his theatre closed 
during the latter-day repressions . 
Post-wa,r Play;s 
Soviet plays written between 1945 and 1953 tended 
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to be heavily political and often expressed feeling of anti· 
Americanism. The Soviet people were called upon to again 
make sacrifices to catch up after the war . Again, as 
always, the Party used the drama as a gavel in pounding out 
====~========== 
c=J its policy in every quartcrw 
I 
1
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Vi,eto:rx ..... The military t heme conti nued to be popular after 
the tvar but now a certain pride was evident and all o£ the 
plays ended with the Russian armies victorious . As in 
Chirskov ' s uvictorstt (1946) , i t t>taS always emphasized t hat 
Stalin led the way to victory; it was Stalin•s wisdom and 
leadership that t-Ton the war for Russia .• 
Bec(rnstruction ... ... Now the Soviet people lifere called upon to 
wage t>Jiar against destruction , ashes, and hunger. Most of 
the plays in this group were criticized for depicting the 
count1."Y too realistically-- "Someone might think the entire 
U.s .s.R. was in ruins . n1 An example of this group is 
Pogodin ' s "Creation of the World" (1946), t-7hich showed the 
postwar Soviet people witl their destroyed families and 
their cities wrecked by the Germans . The play shows chaos 
in the ruins and in the lives of human beings . 
The InJiell~ct}lal_ -- Again, the reorientation of the 
intellectual took high priority on the subject list in the 
postw<n.· period; 1 t t-ra.s just as necessary to keep them in 
line as it was the common people , Mikhailov's "llya 
I Golovin" (1948) • tells the .story of a Soviet composer tvho 
is denounced as nformalistic" and reformed by a Soviet 
lGorchakov, 212- cit , , p . 382 .. 
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general and friend of the composer . uThe general tells 
Golovin that the soldiers in his unit sang songs by him in 
all their battles, and when storming Berlin the soldiers 
sang them as they died .. n1 The general finally manages to 
persuade the composer away from formalism and back to folk 
songs and patr1~otic music . 
Attgcl£ on COfiS§~rvtlt;tv~s .... The recalcitrant conservatives 
among executivc:~s and agricultural tvorkers came under the 
i .nfluenee of d:rama also~ as plays appeared such as Surov' s 
"Dawn Over Mosc!ow•• (1950), which portrays the struggle 
between the directress of a textile facto1.-y and 
progressive wo:t:kers and engineers . The directress • 
daughter is a t:evolutionnry influence il1. the factory as slle 
applies her ambition and talent • against the wishes of her 
mother to "dree:s up our Soviet :'Omen so that the whole 
world will loot~; at them in admiration. n 2 Needless to say, 
the •1backwardn directress is eventually re- educated .• 
Anti- American_is:m -· After the necessary wartin1e friendship 
~:ith the U, s., it was notv important to infuse feelings of 
hate and disgust for th erican capitalists and war-
mongers . " Frantk W. Rounds , Jr., a correspondent stationed 
in Moscow in the early 19So •·s, wrote a vivid description of 
1:;t_bid,, ' p . 392. 
2stalitt• s own word , Soviet :L,:ttepttyr~, No .. 7, 
Moscowt Union o,f Soviet Writers, I~;t .. 
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one anti•Americ·a.n play he sat\f there: 
The villain was a Major Peterson. e.. u.s. Army officer 
serving as head of a milit ary- police detachment in 
Germany. One scene takes place in his quarters at 
Christmas time. Set~1een the Christmas decorations 
there are pictures of pin•up girls and large photographs 
of lynchings and of men hanging from gallows . The 
Christmas t ree is eeorated with miniature t anks and 
bombs 
Several times in this scene nsilent Night,u trans ... 
lated into Russian; is played through a radio b1 his 
quarters . Later the carol becomes an i ronic ther.u:~ song. 
German and American charact ers hum it tvhile murdering, 
blackmailing, or making love . · 
A large crucifix stands on the major's desk . One 
scene has to do with a blaekmar t deal over a string of 
pearls Hhile Peterson is negotiating with two Ge:cmans , 
he dangles the je elry over the cross, fondling the 
pearls as he strings them around the brow of Christ. 
. 1be audience reacted a~ly, hissing and booing the 
villa ins continuously" A girl sitting neKt to me ~rept 
quietly all through the play ;. Are these reactions only 
an appreciationof the dramatic thriller, or a true 
sign of hatred for eve-rything American? l 
.. 
Tne Fift~ Perig~ ~. 1953-1961 
The u'l'hf';~" 
Since the death of Stalin in 1953 t he Soviet 
theatre has experienced a number of changes . It stagnated 
during the struggle for power aft r Stalin, but tith the 
emergence of Khrushchev in 1954, the arts, including the 
th~atre, have entered a period commonly known as uthe thaw ~ n 
A~e'l<.ander Wirth described the period as enjoying u .. " • 
a · ·greater freedom of discussion , a tendency to get away 
1Frank ~r ., Rounds, Jr . , "l 1onths Inside ussia," 
~eader • s_ iif!}s t , LXII ., No ., 372 (April., 1953)t p. 114 . 
Con ense rom U . ,S. News> and Uorld ~pa~·,t . ; 
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from simplisme, from black and hite characterizations, from 
the tendency to lay down hard and fast rules applicable to 
all cases . " t1ost significant about the "thaw'* was the 
rebirth of satire, although it remained within "reasonable 
satirical limitsn and satirized only officially approved 
subjects . 
The "thaw," hotv-ever, was not to be considered an 
emancipation of the arts . hrushchev warned in 1956: 
The Party has combated and tv-ill combat untruthful 
depiction of Soviet reality. This includes both 
attempts to varnish it and attempts to scoff at and 
discredit what has been won by the Soviet people . 
Creative work in literature and art must be pe~eated 
with the spirit of the struggle for Communism. 
In 195~, hrushchev further tightened his hold , 
apparently believing that too much freedom is dangerous . 
For example, the premier met with a group of tvriters at one 
of his country houses and said that the Hungarian revolution 
II would have been avoided i f some of the early troublemakers 
had been shot . "Our hand is not going to tremble,n 3 he 
said . 
Khrushchev , however, remains more liberal than was 
Stalin and he continues to oppose the diehard neo-
1Alexander Wirth , "The Soviet Stage Goes Human , New 
Statesman.and Nation, L, No . 286 (October 29, 1953), p. m. 
2 
nThe Tha Exposed- rt Freezes Over,u Newsweek, 
XLVII (February 27, 1956), p . 535 . 
3oavid Burg , "The Voice of a Dissenter , .. Harper ' s, 
May , 1961 . 
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Stalinists who would welcome a n~~ freeze of artistic 
freedom . In the Soviet theatre today satire is still in 
evidence and there will be an increase in the number of 
comedies produced . 1 Variety of expression is encouraged; 
there is more debate on matters of style. The Soviet 
theatre is agai n moving ahead , carefully but surely , toward 
a position it once held in t he orld theatre scene. 
Plays of t he "Thaw" Period 
Love-tfa.r Themes -... "Years of 1landering , " by Alexei Arbuzov 
(1954), is one of a group of plays whose subject is still 
popular among writers today--a bitter love story laid agains 
the background of the war . The play introduces in the first 
act a group of graduate students at a reunion in 1937, 
jus t prior to entering their careers. Scattered by the 
war , one of the group is killed in action , others are 
missing ; two couples, one of hich is married , are 
separated . Tt~o of the opposite partners fall in love . The 
main plot of the play is woven around this relationship • 
rehe married couple, eventually, is reunited and the other 
girl , who acted dishonorabl y , breaks with her fiance . The 
girl is not, however , a "lost" character , for she is a 
II professional woman who is staunchly patriotic and will , be 
of great service to society. 
1 An order issued by Ye . ~ . Furtseva, U. S. S.R. 
Ministry of Culture , Izvestia, June 19, 1960 . 
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Satire -- s mentioned previously , a significant feature of 
this decade is the emergence of satire (of subjects with 
Party sanction) in the repertory of Soviet theatres . The 
years 1955 through 1957 were the fre st . For example, in 
1955 Korneichuk wrote "The t·lings," which 
• • • presents the clash between Dremluga , head of the 
Regional Ex cutive Committee, a lazy and incapable 
bureaucrat, and th energet ic , capable new regional 
Party chief, Romodan , t~ose technical skill and 
admini trative ability triumph in the end over the 
obsolete methods, or lack of method , of Dremluga . The 
pl y contains wisecracks of a sort inconceivable in any 
Sovi t play two years ago . For instance, the fun 
Korneichuk makes of the 1arxist mumbo- ·umbo of 
offici lly• sponsored lectures; and , more important still , 
the bitter comments on the manner in which the police 
system under th Stalin regime has poisoned so many 
personal relations .! 
Yout h and Careers -- A typical theme of the last period of 
Soviet drama has been ugrowing upn stories of young people 
choosing careers and of the triumph of decisiveness and 
ambition over indecision nd slothfulness . 11Good Luck," by 
Victor ozov, was one such play w ich became a hit of t he 
1955 season both in .. 1oscow and i.n the provinces . In .,Good 
Luck , " Alexei , from Siberia, comes to Hosco'" to attend the 
University and live with his relatives, a doctor and his 
wife who have two sons : Arkadi , 28 , an actor with high 
hopes and little confidence, and Andrei , 17 , a rebellious 
youngster who will not accept his parents ' decision for his 
1
. lexander l.Jirth, 11Soviet Playwrights , " The 1 ation , 
No . 10 (Sept ember 3 , 1955) . 
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future, and cannot decide for himself . Andrei is influenced 
for the better by his Si berian cousin Alexei , but his friend 
becomes overconfident and flunks t he University entrance 
exams, tmereupon both decide to go to Siberia and work a 
year before continuing . Meanwhi le , the other son~ Arkadi, 
has found himself with the aid of a girl , Masha, and 
regains his lost confidence. 
Histor y; . ... Pl ays conti nue to be writ t en and produced about 
the early years of Communi sm, or socialism in Russia., which 
is now considered full- fledged history ~ .~d the technique o 
portraying on the stage Party l eaders with all their 
humanity and wisdom is still popular . "The Third, 
Pathetique" (1959) is the last play of a trilogy by 
Pogodin, ("Kremlin Chimesu and ''Nan With A Gun*' l>Jere the 
first and second) , 'ihieh relat es the story of a capitali st ' s 
return after the Revolution to find his hidden gold, his 
daughter ' s love affair ~~th a dishonest citizen, and a 
policeman ' s effort to keep the.rn a l l in line . The policeman 
happens to be a personal friend of Lenin and appears with 
him in several scenes conduc t tng his traditional campaigns 
for socialism. The play , like its predecessors . is 
loosely held together and the sub- plots are not resolved . 
It won a Lenin Prize in 1959 and was a moderate success on 
the Mos c~A stage . 
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Love- -
-
. t the top of the list of new plays comes the theme of 
love . After the arid years when love was treated either 
ith indifference or as a force that shoul b 
cont rolled and directed like any other energy • • • 
today a play :-;right can shovJ passion for its ovm sake. l 
11 lrkutsk Story~n written in 1960 by Arbuzov, was produced 
to sell-out crowds simultaneously in three ~osco1 theatres , 
including th Mo cow Art Theatre . It was a simpl , but 
moving story with a minimum of Soviet propaganda, about the 
young engineer Sergei , who married his best friend ' s girl, 
Valya, a cashier with a low reputation. Sergei , known for 
his steady ways, transforms Valya into a respectable house-
wife and mother . Their happines s is interrupted , however, 
when Serg i is tragi ally drowned t~ile trying to rescue 
two tots 'ho have fallen i nto t he river . Victor , old 
friend of Sergei and f i rst love of Valya , is still help-
lessly in love with t he now heart-broken widow and helps to 
make a new life for her, but, at the play ' s end Valya 
nei ther accepts , returns , nor rejects Victor ' s love . 
Summary 
The methods of Chekhov•s humanistic writing and 
Stanislavski ' s production were used by the Soviets after the 
Fevolution and are still being used . But the Soviets 
1Faubion Bowers, Broadwax UjS . S .R. (New York: 
Thomas Nelson and Sons , 1959) , p. 1 9. 
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changed the themes and the subject matter of the plays and 
injected Communist philosophy . They made the writers toe 
the line vith a series of deere s, each time a further 
tightening of oli~cy, until the last decade ~ .. 1hen Khrushchev 
took power. 
In 1917, the \vriters uere given their net'l role--to 
orient the masses to Communis • aut the resulting plays , 
while possibly the greatest works of all Soviet drama , were 
few , and inferior in quality . The second decade , beginning 
in 1928, saw the collectivization of peasants, the 
disciplilte of the five .. year plans , and the subjugation of 
the drama to Stalin's theory of "socialist realism. " Plays 
were standardized . They covered a variety of social themes 
but differed little in form . The beginning of the 'tvar 
period saw another firming of policy in the famous Stalin 
purges . The drama again was affected and harnessed into 
the war effort; still it as a slave to socialist realism . 
tfuen the war ended, the drama '~as used to whip up spirit 
for reconstruction , to continue the task of building 
socialism, and to keep the late friendship with the allies 
from influencing the Soviet public ; hence, the anti-
erican plays . 
The death of Stalin in 1953 brought many changes in 
the government and in the rtR. T e e s no departure in 
theory from earlier policies , but surely a clear evidence 
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Q of a net¥' spirit of freedom.. Less propaganda, at least the 
boist erous kind, less ttall· goodn or "all- badtt types, and 
more love and tragedy . To put it simply, the plays are 
1~ more interesting--perhaps more universal, though the 
characters are obviously Soviet Russian Communists . 
The next chapter begins to examine the plays and 
the characters, in order to mark and define trends whieh 
are suggested in this brief outline of the history of the 
Soviet drama. 
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CHAPTER II 
HE VERALL VIEW OF SOVIET DR~fA 
This chapter presents a road picture of Soviet 
drama and the content of its plays by analyzing t::b.e 
twenty Soviet plays under study rom three viet-7points: 
types of plays~-social, political, and historical; specific 
themes, e . g. , war, love; and time and place settings. This 
analysis gives background data on the plays themselves, 
after which the characters of the plays will be examined ... 
T,Ypes o£ Play~ 
The plays are grouped into three divisions--
social, political, and historical ,. Of the t1enty plays, 
thirteen are social types-+-subjects tvhich deal w-ith 
relations between people, and orientation to Communist 
society of various groups ~ such as intellectuals , VrJOrkers, 
or criminals. 
There are four plays which are classed as 
historical, \'mich treat a definite historical event or 
period.. In addition, three plays may be called political .• 
One describes a world Communist revolution; the others 
present a co flict of policies of 1 .. arty officials or 
military officers. 
The majority is clearly in the social category, 
which agrees with one's conclusions after surveying the 
plays mentioned in Gorchakov ' s history . 1 Most of these 
plays were ~~itten after the beainning of the second period 
or after 1928t when the Soviet regim began to attack social 
problem~ of its population . Social types of plays continue 
to be most popular. The greatest number of pure political 
plays ere ritten during the first period, d1.en t c style 
of ~aya ovsky's course propag n a plays as much n 
evidence . History seems to b a popular source of subjects 
for Soviet playwrights at any t me, inclu ing the present . 
Maior TJ ~es og the Plays 
Themes, as distinguished from the broad types just 
discussed, identify the specific subject of the play or 
the kind of conflict introduced by the .ovement of the 
characters in the play. There are six distinct themes 
represented in t1e sample of plays- -the new way of life 
vs . the old ; war, buildin1 socialism , t1e cl~ss stru,gle, 
love, and youth . 
One theme is predominant: t Le victor' ' of t n , 
Communist way of li c as contrasted with th . ol ourgeoi , 
czarist stan ard . The seven play;;. in t~is group, tt ·en 
after Stalin • s rise to power in the early t 1ent es, .1ppear 
in all of the f c perio 0 th oviet dram~ . Th y 
1 Gorchakov, OR • cit , 
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treat various subjects , such as the ttnew" Soviet woman, the 
unewu Soviet kind of relations between the sexes, and the 
ttnew" Communist society , devoid of old-regime habits, 
attitudes, and conflicts. 
The next largest group o f plays (4) contains a t.var 
theme uhich cites the triumph of the Communist soldier and 
the Communist system ovet"' external enemies. Most of these 
plays deal '<Jit the Second Wor d ·rar and ver a written during 
and after the \<1ar up to the present time, although there 
tv-ere a number of war plays about the Civil t•la r written 
during the twenties. 
The phrase "building of socialism" is found in 
nearly every Soviet play as the goal of the Soviet gegple 
and the Communist party. There are three plays in the 
sample t.'lhose underlying philosophy most clec rly takes this 
theme . The conflict represented is the growth of socialism 
versus obstacles of bourgeois remnants~· sloth• ignorance., 
disloyalty, self-interest, e:tc . 
Two of the plays present the class struggle, which, 
according to Marxian theory is the struggle of the 
proletariat against its oppressors, particularly the 
bourgeois class,. · One example, Kirshon•s "Bread," shows 
party "torkers in the villages inciting the peasants to rise 
up against the kulaks, or rich peasants. Such plays were 
written generally during the early periods . 
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Plays tqritten exclusively on love did not appear 
until the last period in the history of Soviet drama. Two 
plays in the sample were written on the love theme and 
portrayed the conflict of selfish love versus responsible 
and purposeful love . 
Finally; one play, also written during the last 
period, presents the problems of youth in setting goals 
II and choosing a career. The basic conflict is decision and 
ambition versus indecision and laziness . The ideal Soviet 
youth is seen choosing the ideal Soviet life. 
~ndings ~t the Plays 
In all of Soviet drama, including the plays under 
study here, there is a singular lack of tragedy, or of the 
tragic ending . Only one of the twenty plays surveyed can 
honestly be called a t ragedy , in the sense that the central 
figure in the play dies at the play's end. "Yegor Bulychov 
and Others , by Maxim Gorky is a tragedy in which the 
merchant Bulychov , in poor health and spiritual disillusion• 
ment, dies as a symbol of the extinction of the old pre-
r evolutionary way of life. 
The great majority of Soviet plays eschew tragedy 
or pesstmism in any form. The most ideal tragedy in the 
eyes of the Soviet critics is the ttoptimistic tragedy . " A 
play with this title was written by Vishnevsky in 1925 . 
The heroine dies in battle, sacrificing herself for the 
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Soviet cause , but leaving her heroic deeds as a monument 
to the ultimate victory and happiness of her fellot~ sailors 
and the Soviet people . 
Ten of the twenty plays studied have what might be 
called ''mixed endings , " with elements of bitterness , sadness t 
or tragedy but n vertheless 10iholly optimistic . Most of the 
war or love themes surveyed have this mixed ending . An 
ex ple is nThe Square of Flowers , u by Ilyenkov, in which 
members of a family in a German occupied town during the 
war arc discovered shielding a flier in their house and are 
shot by German soldiers . The flier , ho~ever , escapes 
happily with his lover--the youngest daughter in the 
family--to carry on the war . 
The nine remaining plays are given light, or happy 
endings . A few of these are comedies and nearly all deal 
with social subjects or the building of socialism. 
Time and Place Sett ings.of the Pla,y:e 
In presenting scenes fro contemporary life plays 
are closer to reality and more easily identifiable with the 
audience, since the audience itself is contemporary . 
Eleven plays of the sample, mostly taken from the later 
periods of the Soviet drama , are in contemporary settings . 
fewer number. seven, are taken from historical periods 
or times in the recent past; these appear n all of the 
periods . Only tt~ of the plays , Mayakovsky's works , are 
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projected into the future, representing the futuristic style 
of the 1920 •s . 
It may be of interest to note that few plays are 
set in wintertime~ perhaps due to the traditional effect of 
the long and great wi~ter upon Russian social life. uThe 
greedy exhausting 1inter which, as the peasants used to say, 
' has a belly on him like a priest,•• 1 drags the people into 
a ~ealed life indoors and slo a the tempo o£ life in 
general . Although plays are usually set in springt summer, 
or fall, characters often speak of the winter "coming soon" 
and the slogan "Gotovit ' Zimoi , " (Prepare for ·inter) is 
heard . 
Half of the plays in the sample and especially those 
t~itten during the last decade have an urban setting, which 
is an indication of the increasing urbanization of the II 
Soviet Union. A character in rbuzov •s "Years of Wandering , • 
admiring the location of a house in a .toscow suburb, said, I· 
"This place of yours is wonderful--so quiet, like living in 
the country., but with the Hetro LRussian subway} on your 
doorstep . n 2 As settings for plays , hOl1ever, Soviet 
dramatists have not neglected the provinces and small 
villages, particularly during the collectivization period of 
(New York: E. P. 
Dutton 
1954 .. 
9, 
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the thirties and the Second tvorld t-1ar . Nine of the sampled 
plays are in non ... urban settings and plays like uFar Taiga, tA 
by Afinogenov, Which is set on a railroad siding in Siberia , 
points out the importance of small, isolated groups of 
t~orke:rs and peasants to the Soviet cause. Isolated, yet 
vital to the war effort, is the family in a small to'm 
1, 000 tan. from }1oscot'i1 which has never been to Hoscow 
(,.Square of Flow$rsn) • 
. other settings, not so common, are a prison camp 
("Aristocrats," by Po god in) artd the v1aters of the great 
floodt heaven; hell, and foreign places in Mayakovsky ' s 
u lysteey-Bouffefn 
Summary 
The majority of the plays. then, are social types , 
exploring the problems of people as they affect the society., 
The themes of the plays range from wa::' to youth and love, 
j but the most common is a presentation of old and new 
concepts, the follies and inequalities of the old regime 
I 
I 
contrasted t-Jith the advantages of the new "Communist" way . 
t>lPile plays with tragic endi~gs are rare, there is 
a subst~tial number of plays with elements of tragedy and 
I optimism, but "t.rh:i.ch end happily . Light, or happy~ ending s 
are high in number . 
Finally, contemporary, urban settings are most 
numerous• especially in the later periods ; earlier, mor~ 
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plays were set in rural or provincial .areas. 
These are general observations about the plays as 
units~ the characters are examined in tho following two 
chapters. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
THE CHARACTERS OF SOVIET DR.Al'1At PERSONAL INFORMATION 
A comprehensive examination of the character 
population of the plays now begins in an effort to describe 
the backgrounds of the characters. so far as they are 
revealed in the plays . They are e..'l{8.m·· ned in terms of 
perSOr.k~l criteria--age, sex, marital status, race and 
nationality; and factors which determine their position in 
11 society••occupat:ion, social origin, education, and religion. 
I 
Evaluation of these categories vrl.ll aid in determini11g the 
kinds of characters which appear in Soviet drama and hOt.; 
I 
closely the population of the Soviet drama. resembles the 
populati.on of the Soviet Uztion. In the final chapter t the 
results aid in visualizing the ideal character portrayed in 
Soviet drama . 
The population of the drama consists of 424 
I characters, including 103 major and 321 minor roles . In 
I tabulating results for each category , the fourth and fifth 
period characters are combined , making one post-war group. 
I this is necessitated because in the sample , there is only 
one play wit h 29 characters i n the fourth period outlined 
1 in Chapter 1; together , the fourth and fifth periods combine 
to make a total of six plays and 97 characters, which is 
then comparable to the other periods . 
Age of the fharacters 
The ages of all characters, both major and minor, 
are divided into four groups, adolescent and younger (school 
children), young adult (college through early 30 ' s), middle 
{early 30 ' s through 50 ' s) , and old age (above 60) . In most 
cases, the ages of the characters are given either in the 
character list or in the text of the play; in other cases 
the ages of the characters are judged by social, instead 
of chronological criteria, such as occupation, position in 
family, age of their children, and so forth . 
Table 1 sho~s the distribution of ages among the 
five p riods . Here ~e see that only 3. 7% of the 
characters in all the periods are adolescent or younger, 
36 . Oio are young adults, 55 . 1% are in the middle-a~ed group , 
and 5. 2% are aged 60 or over. 
~Jhile the totals show a higher percentage (55 . 1 of 
middle .. aged characters, the period comparison reveals a much 
higher percentage of young adu ts and chi.ldren after the 
ar in the last period - This does not correspond with 
actual population figures, in vie~ of the great losses of 
young adults , especially men , which the Soviet Union 
suffered during the war . It does, hot.;ever, indicate a 
greater emphasis upon the younger generation, reflected by 
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TABLE 1 
TiiE AGES OFT E CHARACTE . S, a 
COMPARI lG FOUR PERIODS OF SOVIET DRAMA 
Social 
Drama liar 
1 28~1938 1938-1945 
f! % ff % 
Age 
Groups 
Adoles-
cent 0 o.o 3 2. 0 1 1. 1 
Young 
adult 28 38.3 39 26.7 5 32 4 
Mi dle-
aged 39 53 .. 4 99 67 . 8 6(1 61 . 1 
Old-
aged 6 8. 2 5 3. 5 6 5.4 
....,.,.._, ........._.. 
Totals 73 100. 0 146 100. 0 108 1 .o 
Number of 
Plays (3) (7) (4) 
Post-t~ar 
and 
hrushchev 
All 
Periods 
1 5- present 
4! % # % 
12 12 . 3 16 3 .7 
51 52 . 5 153 36 . 0 
30 31 . 0 234 55 . 1 
4 4 . 1 21 5. 2 
----
97 100 . 0 424100 . 0 
(6) (20) 
a Includes both major'and minor characters 
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attack upon older conservat ves, and youth and careers. In 
many plays the standard is given to youth to bear, so t:o 
speak.. The younger generation provi es the nErv1 ideas, the 
incentive, and the spirit to carry forward the v.10r • of 
achieving so,riet goals . A good example is the talented 
17 ... year old girl n Surov ' s "Dawn Over Hosea\·, u who has the 
courage and ambition to introduce revolutionary new ideas 
into the textile industry, opposing the authority of her 
mother (the factory manager) and other, older nconservatives n 
('ler "revolutionary, ne\.r ideas*' are, of course, entirely in 
line with Party policy.) 
It is also notable that seldom do younger people 
die in the plays; rather, older people die naturally or from 
sickness, in the few deaths which appear.. However, the last 
period again is an e.."<.eeption, for tte see Sergei, young 
foreman of the excavator ere and loving husband in 
"Irk\:rtsk Story•1 (Arbuzov), as the victim of a tragic 
drowning acc1dent~ 
The middle-age group , highest in total numbers, 
dominates the earlier periods. There is also a highe:r 
pe-rcentage of older people in the first period, although 
altogether they comprise only 5. 2'7" of the characters. The 
few older people who are presented in any depth are shot..m 
to be ideal Soviet types . For e~ple, Sergei , aged 75, the 
head of the family in "Square of Flowet·s," is healthy, spry, 
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clever, evotec! to the Soviet cause, optimistict and has a 
goo sense of tumor .• 
The tr d, t en, is clearly t0t<1a1.·d a higher repre-
sentation of younger age groups in the Soviet drama . This 
seems reasonable in view of a $tat ent in the Yale Survey 
of World Culture work, ~: 
The russian Revolution by assed t e traditional 
principle of giving authority to the aged , bot h in the 
family and in the society Iia.ny young men -1ere 
catapulted into positions of gre t authority and 
responsibility • • . 1 . 
~ex of t ,he Characters 
A count of the sexes of the characters (see Table 2) 
shows in every period a higher p r centage of males : in the 
first decade, 80 . 8%; i1 the s cond, 68 . 5%; during the war 
years , 77 ~ 8% ; and in the last period, 64 81 . In every 
period, men constituted at least 64% of the population of 
the plays . 
Of the few censuses tat in the Soviet Union, the 
1959 cen us s considered to be most accurate . It lists a 
ratio of 45% men, 55% women. 2 Thus, t here is a 
considerable disparity betHeen t Le sex ratio of the 
!Thomas Fitzsimmons, Peter Malof, and John Fiske, 
USSR (Ne~v Haven: lL AF Press, 1960) , p . 65. 
- 2Tho 1orld lmanac , 19f;l, ed . Harry 1· ansen (Ne'v 
York: The. Ne i Yo de lJorld Telegram) , p . 389 . 
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Male 
Female 
Totals 
Number 
of 
pl ys 
TABLE 2 
THE SE.'\ OF THE CHAR CT S, 
COMPARING FOUR PERIODS OF SOVIET DR~~ 
Post-War 
and 
~var 
All 
Periods ~F'Y Khrushch~v 1 1928 1 .8- 1945 i§4S .. present 
/J IJ % % # 1. :JL .r % 
59 80 . 8 100 68 . 5 84 77 . 8 64 64 . 8 307 72 . 4 
14 19 . 2 46 31. 5 24 22 . 2 33 34. 0 117 27 . 6 
- - - - -· 
7'} 100 .0 146 100 .. 0 108 100 . 0 97 100 . 0 424 100 . 0 
(3) {7) (Lt-) (6) (20) 
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characters in the drama and actual figures , showing a heavy 
emphasis upon the male role . 
Marital Status of the Characters 
tabulation of the marital status of the 
characters, i . e ., single, married , widowed, or divorced, 
sho s a higher percentage of single people in every time 
period {see Table 3) in spite of t~e government's encourage-
ment of marriage and large £amilies . 1 The totals for all 
the periods are 41. 2% single, 21 . 4% married, 1. 8% widowed, 
and . 23% divorced . The marital status of thirty-five per 
cent of the total number of characters is undeterminable . 
The period comparisons ~hot little differences with 
slightly more than half as many married people as single, 
in each case, except the first , or early period, and the 
war years . In these, the marital status of most of the 
character is undeterminable, probably due to the great 
number of soldiers and unidentified people, such as the 
''clean" and the "unclean" in "Mystery-Bouffe . " 
In most cases the married person is given a 
positive role; v llains or negative types are gen rally 
singl • For example , all but t o of the prisoners in the 
"rehabilitation camp" of Pogodin ' s "Aristocrats" are single .. 
lFitzsimmons, Ialof, and Fiske, op , cit ,, p . 80 . 
"Fr 1944 on the regime has also expanded its financial 
aud soci 1 aids to the family , at the same time penalizing 
the c ildr , whether childless or not, by taxation .. " 
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TABLE 3 
T"rlE MARITAL STATUS OF THE CHARACTERS, 
CO~tPARU G FOUR PERIODS OF SCVIET D~ tA 
Post-lvar 
Social and All 
:r·ama .hrushehev Periods 
1·28 .. 1938 1§45-prescnt 
CJ If % .!L % # %· 14 1f 
Single 13 17 . 8 0 54. 7 31 28 . 7 51 52 . 8 175 41 . 2 
Married 8 10 . 9 l~2 28 . 7 18 16 6 23 23 . 6 91 21 . 4 
Divorced 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1 . 0 1 .23 
I t-lidowed 1 1 . 9 3 2 0 2 1. 8 2 2. 0 8 2. 0 I 
U11-
certain 51 69 . 8 21 14 . 3 57 52 . 7 20 20 . 6 149 35 . 1 
- - - -
Totals 73 100 . 0 146 100 . 0 108 100 . 0 97 100 . 0 424 100 . 0 
Number 
of 
plays (3) (7) (4) (6) (20) 
Also, the marital status of characters in higher 
positions such as party officials and executives is either 
single or undeterminable , in the majority of cases . 
count of the fifty-one officials and executives sho s 
thirty-five single or undeterminable, one divorced, and 
only fifteen married . The philosophy of the woman factory 
manager in "lnga,n by Glebov, is that personal affairs must 
be kept out of party work and it is best that the factory 
manager be unmarried . 
The lack of divorced characters is understandable, 
in vi~ of the government ' s stand against divorce . There 
are no divorced characters even in the first decade when a 
divorce was easy to obtain. 
~ace and Nationality of the Characters 
The great majority of ch racters are Caucasian 
Russians born in the largest and st important union-
republic, SFSR. tvith the exception of "Far Taiga,'' whose 
character~ might belong to any one of the ethnic minorities 
which inhabit Siberia, and uMystcry- Bouffe t" whose 
revolutionists represent all the major races . A fe· 
supporting characters are dark-complexioned persons from 
the Caucasus or other southeastern regions of the Soviet 
Union. Jews number only two or three of the entire group 
of characters, none of Which have major roles, but are in 
any case depicted as "good Communists . " 
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Characters of other nationalities than Russian are 
few and have small roles, all representing an ideological or 
physical menace to Communism. These are the French and 
Polish soldiers in 11 Field Marshall Kutusov , tt b./ Soloviev, 
a German lieutenant in •The Squ re of Flo ers," and the 
English tvriter trno is humiliated by Lenin in Pogodin • s 
"Chimes of the I< lin . " No A ricans have roles in the 
plays, although they are frequently mentioned as being 
industrious and highly advar.ced (except in the periods after 
the war when anti-Americanism flourished) . 
Qccupat_ional Groups .. of thg Characters 
The majority of the characters fall into one of 
four categories : intelligentsia, workers, peasants, and 
miscellaneous; less than 1% of the char cters are retired . 
Surprisingly, the intelligentsia (which i ncludes military 
officers an bite-collar workers) has the highest figures 
for all except the first period, numbering 37 7% for all 
periods (see Table 4} . The next largest group is the 
wor ~ers t'7hO average around 207o, except in the first period 
~here there arc .ore workers and soldiers r presented . The 
peasants comprise only 5 . 17o of the population of the plays 
and do not appear after the war . The miscellaneous group , 
which includes dependent persons, students, landotmers a.nd 
aristocrats (pre-revolutionary), priests and mystics, and 
unidentified characters, totals 31 . 6% of the characters . 
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TAULE 4 
niE OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS OF THE CHARACTERS; 
COt1PARING FOUR PERIODS OF S VIET DRAMA 
Post•\4ar 
Social and All 
~ ~ Var 1"91'8 ... 1945 Khrusllchev 1945-present P.er!ods . 1928 1938 
fi 7 .. # 7 .. '11 .,.. i' .. IJ: '7~ t+ ,., 
Intelli-
gentsia 14 19 . 2 56 38.3 61 56 4 29 29. 8 1.60 37 . 7 l work~rs 35 47 .• 9 29 19~1 23 21~2 21 21~6 108 25~4 
Peasants 0 0 , 0 14 9 ~ 5 7 6 ~ 4 1 1 . 0 22 5~1 
Others a 24 32 . 6 47 31. 9 17 15. 7 46 47 . 0 134 31 . 6 
-
-·. ·Iii v ~ 
·- - - -
Totals 73 100 ~ 0 146 100 . 0 108 100 ~ 0 97 100 . 0 424 100 . 0 
ll:fber 
plays (3) (7) (4) (6) (20) 
a lncludes depe11dent and retired persons • students, 
landowners and aristocrats • religious t-~·orkers and 
indetetmin ble group. 
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The hi gh percentage of intelligentsia contrasted 
with the few peasants represented in t he plays is not at 
all realistic, in terms of current and previous estimates 
of the composition of the worki a force . 
Accordin to unofficial estimates, the 
intelligents a (including White-collar t~rkers) now 
represents roughly 20 per cent of the populati~n , 
workers 35 per cent, and peasants 45 per cent , 
So , although comparison of the population of the plays \~th 
the estimated actual figures is not completely valid, the 
proportion is definitely reversed. The emphasis upon the 
intelligentsia may be due to the nature of the audience for 
whom the plays are intended, which prob bly itself consists 
in large part of persons belonging to the intelligentsia . II 
The most favored of the occupations in the plays are 
those held by the intelligentsi , professional, managerial, 
and ~hite collar jobs, although common workers are highly 
respected . There is a current of disrespect and criticism, 
however , for the bureaucrat , once referred to as a 
"mindless perfunctionary . " Several plays have been 
written since the war attempting to expose the lazy , 
inefficient, and selfish public servant. Twenty-two per 
cent of the intelligentsia represented in the sample of 
plays are bureaucrats and party officials shown as not 
ideal, but nevertheless positive , types . 
1tbid , , p . 62 . 
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T enty- six per cent of the professional people are 
engineers or science teachers , and a majority of the 
students in plays such as "Good Luck," by Rozov are studying 
science, medicinet or engineering . This emphasis is noted 
from the period of the thirties until the present . 
While it has been established that the plays are 
, heavily popul ted \·rith young people, they are not found in 
positions of authority as is intimated in the quotation on 
page 49 . A count of executive , party officials, and 
military officers shows sixty- s ven middle or old-a d 
characters and only eighte n young people (college~age 
through early thirties) . Even the remainder of the 
professional orkers comprising the intelligentsia group 
is divided into thirty-one middle-aged or older and only 
twenty-one younger people. The young people seen in the 
plays are mostly trorkers, students , or soldiers . 
The occupations of women in the plays are not as 
lowly as one might expect after hearing such statistics and 
reports from the Soviet Union: "Nearly all the romen v10rk, 
even on tough jobs: thirty building laborers out of a 
hundred are tromen. "1 According to H' stern tourists, the 
sight of Soviet women digging ditches and painting bridges 
is very common, but there is no such evidence in the 
1William Klein, 'Window on ussia,u ~:bout Town , II, 
o . 5 (May, 1961), p . 26 . 
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sampling of Soviet drama, t~ich shows 18 of 108 ~vorkers to 
be women, only 7 of t>~hich are unskilled . Yet there is a 
higher percentage of women in the intelligentsia, 40 out of 
160 , including doctotst engineers, and teachers. These 
results help to point out that, for both men and women, the 
empha s is upon the intelligentsi • 
owever, the oviets ar v dently proud of their 
"emancipated om n" ev n in the drama, or example, -Lusya 
in ,.Years of ~ andering," by Arbuzov, ho becam a elder in 
Siberia during the war: "Just magine so gentle a creature 
building tanl<s J hat's y Hitler hasn't got a chance . "1 
There is indication that an effort is b ing made to 
eliminate this sort of thing in th ne\v rogrant of the 
Soviet Communist Party announced by Premier Khrushchev in 
July of 1 61, which eclares, " om must be given 
considerably lighter and adequately paid jobs . •2 
Social Origin of the Characters 
The social origin,. or "classn into which a person 
is born, of the characters is 51 . 8% proletarian, 17 . 3% 
aristocratic, 10 . 3% bourgeois, 10 3% peasant, and 9. 6% 
undeterminable among the entir group of characters . The 
aristocratic,. bourgeois , and pe sant classes re more 
1
"Years of \-landering ." Soviet Literatur~, No . 9, 
1954 , p . 32 
2Assoeiated Press wire , July 30, 1961, 3:02p.m. , 
EDT, AP 121 . 
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heavily represented before t he Second World War , with the 
number of proletarians increas ing lat er (see Table 5) . This 
would seem to indicate, in the drama at least, that there II 
is an increase in the proletari~t, while other class origins 
are diminishing . II 
The importance of proletarian status is often voiced 
by the characters who, if they are not proletarian, envy 
those who are and ·even lie to cover their aristocratic or 
bourgeois background . One such case is th graduate student 
in Afinogenov' s 11 Fear" ~~ho lied about his origin and 
disowned his mother, the daughter o a czarist military 
prosecutor . He was eventu~lly exposed ancl expelled from 
school . Cne socially acceptec met od of distin uishing 
oneself as a proletarian is to t-X>rk for a t:hile in a 
factory and, although one's aristocratic origin remai~s 
l~own , one is then considered an equal of the proletarian. 
Education of the Character~ 
For over half the characters there is no mention 
of education , although in some cases, i . e . , professors, it 
is possible to estimate the character ' s level of education . 
Nevertheless , it is significant that 27 . 6% of the 
characters are either attending college or have completed 
th ir hig~er ducat on. On -fourth of this number have 
graduate ori::. to their ere it 
Referring to Tabl 6 . the number of characters with 
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TABLE 5 
THE SOCIAL ORIGIN OF THE CHARACTERS, 
CO~T. !UG FOUR PERI ODS OF SOVl ET U\MA 
Post- ar 
and All 
t•ar l'~rushchev Perio s 
-1928 1 38- 1945 1 45-present 
"' " % If % lJ: % 
'" 
:f
A:t'isto-
era tic ).9 25 . 9 22 15.0 26 24. 0 8 s.o 75 17 . 3 
Bourgeois 8 10.,7 20 13~' 9 8 . 3 7 7 .. 2 44 10. 3 
Pro e-
51 . 0 1 tarian 43 53 , 9 64. 43 8 43 39 64 64 . 8 220 
Peasant 1 1. 3 2 17 14 12 . 9 3 10 3 4l~ 10 . 3 
- - - - -
I 
Tot ls 73 100. 0 146 100 .0 102 100 . 0 97 100 . 0 424 100 . 0 
Number 
o· 
plays (3) (7) {4) (6) (20) 
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secondary school (comparable to the European gymnasium) or 
college education steadily increased throughout the five 
periods of Soviet drama. On the other hand, characters 
without any education (11 . 5% or total) steadily decreased 
from 17 . 8% in the first period to lJ .. in the last period . 
It has been reported t t "more than half the 
students at the universities are women,"l which nearly 
corresponds with the number of women students among the 
characters of the drama . Of the forty college students 
(9 . 4% of the character list) eighteen , or 45% are women . 
Thus, there is an increasing trend of repr sentation 
of educated types in the Soviet drama . In nearly every 
play, education is given the utmost respect and is seen as 
the means to achieving the goa~s of Cowmunism. Naturally, 
it is only the Communist brand of education t~hich achieves 
Communist goals and higher educ tion is , for the most part, 
available only to dedicated Communist~ . 2 
eligion g£ the .Characters 
With the exception of several mystics, J~As, and 
Moslems (less than one per cent of the total ) , characters 
are depicted as either ussian Orthodox Christians or anti-
1Klein, op . cit ., p. 26. 
2For example, in Afinogenov ' s "Fear," a play about 
Soviet ducation , twelve of a semester ' s eighteen incoming 
gr duate students are Communist Party members . 
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0 religioni..sts, or fall into the undeterminable group. The 
figures in Table 7 show that both the number of Russian 
Orthodox and anti .. religionists have decreased from the first 
period to the present ; in fact any references to religion. 
good or bad, have been fewer and fewer since the war. The 
table shot-1S a marked decrease in anti-religious characters 
during the war and a corresponding high number of religious , 
an exception probably due to the policy of the government 
during the war which allowed more freedom of religious 
activity and less campaigning ~gainst the churches . 
Those characters labeled as "anti•religionistsn are 
u$ually Party members who have been taught the Communist 
doctrines refuting all religion and who are sworn to the 
task of suppressing religion. And there are extremist types 
among the plays, often comic characters, "tvho play the role 
11 of a priest turned atheist or a fool ~1ho blasphemes God 
throughout the play. Nuns and priests ,are made to look 
completely ludicrous--fools with a mystical turn of mind 
and a flaming hatred of the Soviets . The nun Mokrina is an 
example, from Kirshon•s uBread , n \vho calls the Soviet rul e 
the "kingdom of the antiehrist'* and says the Soviet leade·rs 
are "branded with the seal o£ hell . " In the play she leads 
the women peasants in revolt against Soviet collectivization 
II There are about a dozen such characters in the sample of 
I 
l 
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TABLE 7 
THE RELIGION OF THE CHARACTERS, 
COMPARING TilE FOUR PERIODS OF SOVIET DR.AMAa 
Post-t-lar 
Social and All 
~f;:1928 lh~Jna War K'l:u~u.sh,cp!V: P~r&o!Js, 1928-1938 .. 8-l9ltS it14~-presrmt 
I 
'" 
,/; 'X 
'I 9 fr % I 1 .. 11 '%. 
Russian 
Ort hodox 2 2.7 28 19.1 19 17 ~ 7 2 2.0 51 12 
II Anti ... 
:r:e~ 
1ligious 21 28 .• 7 33 22 . 5 4 3 ~ 7 11 11 . 3 69 16 . 2 
~ 
- - -
......... . 
............. -··"~• 
TOti:llSb 23 31 . 5 61 41~7 23 21~2 13 13.3 120 282 
Number 
of 
p].ays (3) (7) (4) (6) (20) 
aonly Russian orthodox and anti-religious are listed; 
the remainder i$ undeterminable , together with less 
than 11o Moslems, JelJ-:rS, and Mysti.es . 
bPercentages are based on the total nu-mbe!:' of 
char cte.rs in oa.eh period. The "totalsu line 
sig~ifies the total ntwmer of characters identified 
as to religion . . 
' 
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ijealth and Physical C!,laracteris,tics Qf the Ch~rac~e.rs 
From a reading of the plays there are several things 
which may be ascertained about the physical appearance of 
the characters, although on stage they might not 
necessarily fit the author 's description. The greater 
majority of the characters, both men and women, are 
described as being well- built tith plenty of strength and 
stamina. !n all of the plays there is no mention of a fat 
person. Obesity has a negative connotation; for example, 
"Bedbug~" by Mayakovsky, speaks of 11one person of pre-war 
build with a c · sh register in his hands.n 1 On the other 
hand, there are f~v thin persons, except in the last period 
where there are several references to slender and 
attractiv women; especially. 
Only a very small number of characters have any 
weakness caused by ill health or overwork .. 
Often it is made obvious that "good Communists,., 
including vromen, ~aste no time on their personal appearance . 
Here is the author 's description of .one of his major 
characters in *'Bread .. : "A stalwart, level-headed Communtst; 
the embodiment of the Party line; tall, rough- hewn, 
negligent in dress, unshaven, overworked, blunt speech . .. . 
1vladimir Hayakovsky , "The Bedbug ,u from Patricia 
Blake (ed . ), The Bedbug and Selgcted Poetry (Net<~ Yor~ : 
Meridian Books~ Inc., 196o) . 
2 Lyons, op. cit , 
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As to clothes, for both men and men, simplicity is the 
standard. Expensive, individuali tic dress, or foreign 
clothes are regarded \rl.th suspicion. HO'\o7ever, in the 1950's t 
Stalin is quoted in the play "Dawn Over ~1oscow," as saying: 
"We must dress up our Soviet omen, so that the ~mole world 
t-1111 look at them in admiration. nl II 
Beards, quite common in pre-revolutionary Russia, 11 
are notv regarded as a sign of the old or er and the few seen 
on tle Soviet stage usually represent a bourgeois character , 
or "unshaven reactionary," as a bearded character is called 
in one of the plays . 
Symmary 
By looking at these characteristics of the 
characters; it is now possible to trace a pattern in the 
population of the Soviet drama . The most heavily 
represented characteristics are middle-age (until the 
period following t he war), the male sex, single marital 
status, Caucasian- russian birth (born in the Central Soviet 
R public, the RSFSR) , membership in the intelligentsia, 
I· proletarian background , a strong, healthy body (but no time 
I wasted on vanity)) college education, and either no interest 
in reli~ion or a strong hatred for it • 
. lso, certain trends are manifest. The number of 
p. 51 
1uoawn OVer Hoscow.« Soviet Literatyre, No . 7, 1951, 
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young people is gaining~ especially after the war and youth 
is shown to be responsible for innovation in the fields of 
technology and ideas (ideas which express Party policy) . 
However, positions of authority are still held by middle-
aged or older people . 
The proletariat is increasing in Soviet drama . This 
is especially curious because a person'' s origin does not 
change , even after two generations . But more and more 
persons with proletarian origin are given roles in the plays ~ 
~ s time goes by , more educated characters are ' 
portrayed in the drama • . nd there is less and less mention 
of religion among the characters . 
These,findings on characters in the drama do not 
represent the population of the Soviet Union . The hi~h 
number of young people after the war is inaccurate, in viet~ 
of war losses ; men outnumber ~en, an obvious distortion; 
and the intelligentsia is greater than the peasant group , 
~~ich in actuality is exactly opposite . 
T is chapter has presented an image of the typical 
Soviet character in terms of his personal data~-single, 
male , proletarian origin, well- educated, etc . ; the next 
chapter will examine his personality traits and 
characteristics . 
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CHAPT " IV 
MAJOR CHARACTE. S 0 S VIET DRAH.\: 
PERSONALITY T AITS AND VALUES 
This chapter continues the examination of the 
characters, in terms of their personalities, in order to 
establish the kinds of character roles 'tvhich appear·-
11 positive, negative, or ambivalent; priorities given to the 
activities of the characters; the personality traits of the 
characters, and their value patterns, expressed by their 
major $Oals . 
The data for these cat QOries classifies the 
characters as to their ideas, their valuas, and their roles 
in the plays; later, it will be possible to determine whieh 
of these are mos t prominent and, eventually, how they 
relate to the overall picture o Soviet drama. . 
Except for the umajor activit:festt category, only 
the major characters are examined because they are more full' 
developed . Again, the fourth and fifth periods of Soviet 
draroa are combined into one post-war period . 
't;1a jor Activities of the Character§ 
The characters • activities in their roles in the 
plays may be divided into three main groups, t·:IOrk , leisure~ 
() and family duty , with a fourth, Party activity; added to 
determine the number of characters engaged in Communist 
Party work. 
0 
Table 8 shows the breakdown by periods . Work 
activity is noted for approximately 421 .. of the characters 
in every period but the v1ar years, where the percentage is 
higher; the number of characters engaged in leisure time 
I 
activities, on the other hand~ is lower during the war 
(44 . 8%) , but averages around SO% in other periods, rising 
to a high of 59.7% in the Khrush<:hev period; there is a 
1 steady rise in the percengage column for fam:i.ly dutys from 
II 
I 
I 
I 
1~9% in the first period lihen the institution of the family 
was attacked by the Communists, to a high of 20.6'7<ll in the 
current period; the category of Party activity was highest 
in the first period, 20 . 5%, declining to a low of 7. 2% in 
the current period. The lack of characters engaged in Party 
activity during the '\var years (1 .. 8%) 1s attributed to the 
government 1 s t.;ar•time policy of minimizing emphasis upon 
Communism and Communist goals while uniting the people to 
II ttsave the fatherland . " After the war, characters engaged 
I in Party activity are still fewer, due to an apparent 
decline in propaganda in this period . 
The higher percentage of leisure time activity in 
the later periods, together with the decreasing emphasis 
upon Party activity (percentage o.f work activity remaining 
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Work 
Leisure 
II Family 
Commu-
nist 
!'arty 
Ntllllber 
o: 
Plays 
TABLE 8 
THE HAJOR ACTIVITIES OF THE CHAP..: CTERS , a 
COMPt~~ING FOUB P~~IODS OF SOV!ET DRAMA 
Post- War 
and 
Earl~ War _ rushchev 
1]11-1928 3-1945 1945-present 
/} % IF if % li % 
31 42 . 4 f35 44.5 75 69.4 41 42 . 4 
35 47 . 9 83 6 . 8 52 48 . 1 56 57 . 7 
1 1. 9 11 7, 5 10 .. ·- 20 20 . 6 
15 20 . 5 23 5. 7 2 . 1.8 7 7. 2 
(3) (7) (4) (6) 
a Percentages are based on the total number of 
characters in each period . ThP.re are no total columns 
because the e is duplica ion an ng the four groups and 
percenta~~es t-rould not equal 100 . 
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constant) , owes to the decline of the serious political and 
II war dramas of the early periods and the introduction of more 
comedies , satires , and love stories {<ith happy endings in 
the last period . lt also is an indication of a higher 
standard of living together with shorter working hours . 
Ch§racter Types 
The major characters are divided into three groups 
of positive , negative, and ambivalent roles . The positive 
character may be described as having no major weaknesses, a 
devotion to the cause of socialism, usually a Russian of 
proletarian origin , a spartan and a puritan . Although 
Lenin is quoted in "Kremlin Chimes" as saying he believes 
1 in "imperfect , erring people," every period registers a 
majority of the paragon type just described . These 
characters are intended as examples for the Soviet people 
to emulate . Consider the character Sergei , in "Irkutsk 
Story": Sergei , the chief operator on an excavator crew 
in the provincial city of Irkutsk , is described : "He has 
a soldiery bearing , a youthful responsiveness to everything 
that is good , and an inner integrity of mind . " 2 Sergei is 
from a proletarian family, his father started as a worker 
ln r liu Chi mes , ., Soviet Scent!, translated by 
Al~ander Bakshy (New Haven: Yal University Press , 1946), 
p . 155 . 
2Engent Surkov , ttAlexei Arbuzov , " Soviet Literature , 
No . 7, 1960, p . 136 . 
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and was made a foreman . Sergei knows his place in life and 
keeps it . He wants to serve the Party and the cause of 
socialism (he is a P rty member and works in a Communist 
youth organization in his spare time) and f.ind a loving 
wife with whom to make a happy home. Sergei is brave, 
sincere, honeat , resp ·ul towards ~~men . His philosophy 
is summed up in the character ' s o~n1 words : 
l.Jhat is it that -makes a person happy? The 
~atisfaction of doing a worthwhile job, that he ' s part 
of something bigger than himself . People are born into1 this world for a purpose . We must not waste our lives . 
Sergei is like the other positive types which form a 
majority of the characters in the plays. Hot~cver, in 
addition to his string of ~mol some attributes it seems that 
the character is a little dull, a little too reasonable and 
prosaic . Perhaps he lacks a sense of humor . 
There are few negative ch racters, or villains and 
their number seems to be decreasing . In the first and 
second periods 25% of the claracters are negative types and 
in the last period , only 9%. The negative character is 
usually all bad . The general c aracteristics are bourgeois 
or aristocratic origin; a profession of religious allegiance , 
the placing of individual interest above those of the 
society, intelligence, cleverness , ruthlessness , and often 
an association with a foreign nam or accent . 
l"lrkutsk Story," Soviet Lit§rature, No 7, 1960, 
p . 122 . . 
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TABLE 9 
TABt1'LATION OF t·fAJOR 'POSITI VE, NEGATIVE AND AMBIVALENT ROLES , COMPARING FOUR PERIODS OF SOVIET DR ~tA 
Post-Har 
S<Jcial and All 
~ ~ tlar I{;.""lf·w~J;lch~'' fet~ 1928 1 1938 19 8·1945 1§ 5"- pre$ent {/: % # % II % {j % 11 "'4 
Positive 15 75 . 0 15 45 . 0 20 7 ... ,. 4 _2 5!~ . 5 62 60 . 1 
Negati ve 5 25 . 0 8 24 . 2 r.: 17 . 8 2 9 .. 0 20 19. 4 -
Ambiva ... 
lent () o .. o 10 30.3 3 10 .. 7 8 35,4 21 20 ., 3 
~~. 
- - -
~ ~-.. ,, •• [!! . .... . . -... 
T·ota.6.s 20 100. 0 33 100 ., 0 23 100 0 22 100 ,0 103 100 .. 0 
Nt.wber of 
n~jor 
characters (20) (33) (28 (22) (103) 
N-umber 
of 
playa ( 3) ( 7) ( 4) ( 6 ) ( 20) 
0 
0 
The factory official Ryzhov is an example of a 
negative type , eocl,..y, with a red mustache, ill•fitting 
foreign clothes; he dril."ll<.s and smokes, feels sorry for 
himself, and is a meddler , a tattle-tale, and a lecher; he 
calls the fight for socialism nvulgar idealism... This 
character is ridiculed for buying silk unden-1ear a.t'\d getting 
drunlt 'qhile on a business trip in Hamburg ,, Germany , Ryzhov 
is not a .villain, but nevertheless a negative character who 
has no complimentary traits, and is not given an 
opportunity to change . 
Whether or not the author intended it, the reader 
cannot help but pity such negative characters and the 
villains of the Soviet drama , 
~' ~ 
The negative character who is given the opportunity 
to change and does so, or the character who has a mixture 
of posi~ive and negative traits , is classed as ambivalent . 
This is the "imperfect , erring man" to whom Lenin was 
referring . Such a nature is found in Lyuba , the station ... 
agent ' s wife in "Far Taiga , " who loves to hunt and fish in 
the streams of the taiga and there has feut1d gold which she 
has been secretly panning and storing away . Lyuba is brave , 
generous, and loves animals . Sh is uneducated and 
superstitious, yet not ignorant. When it becomes known that 
the fisherman ' s daughter has been panning gold without 
notifying the government, her husbau.d and friends persuade 
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the gold in the hands of the government ' ul be 
used for "the common good" and she gi es up her treasure in 
sincere repentance . 
There is a higher percentage of ambivalent 
characters in the later periods , which corresponds to the 
decreasing number of , .ositive characters, an indication 
of a more true-to~life portrayal of characters in the drama . 
Personality ~raits of the Characters 
It follows from the results of the count of 
positive and negative characters (see Table lOi that their 
personality traits would be mainly positive . A count of 
characters in which each trait occurs bears this out, as 
well as strengtlening several conclusions made earlier . 
Seven categories are e ployed to determine what 
personality traits are dominant during the four periods of 
.:;~oviet drama . ·lherever possible , the tr it is paired ~ th 
its opposite, e . g. , honesty-- dishonesty . · 
The categories , which represent the most common 
emotional and personality di.ensions of a character are : 
kind ess--cruelty 
toughness , masculinity--delicacy, femininity 
honesty , sincerity-- dishonesty , insincerity 
cleverness, intelligence-- stupidity, naivete 
humor; ~heerfulness jealousy 
Kindness--Cruelty - - Appearing in 16 . 5~ of t he major 
characters in all the periods , kindn ss reaches a high of 
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TABLE 10 
PERSONALITY TP~ITS OF THE ~ JOR CHARACTERS 
COdPARING FOUR PERIODS OF THE SOVIET DRA!1A a 
Post- War 
a d All 
Khrushc!1cv Periods 
8- !94!>-
Kindness 5. 0 
Cruelty s.o 
.1asculinityb 1 . 0 
Femininityb 5. 0 
Honesty 20 . 0 
Dishonesty 5. 0 
Intelligence 20 . 0 
Naivete 1 . 0 
: umor 20 . 0 
Jealousy 5 0 
Number of major 
characters 20 
rumber of p .. a/s 
13 . 0 
33 . 3 
1 .o 
6. 0 
21 . 5 
6. 0 
33 •. 3 
12 1 
12 . 1 
12 . 1 
33 
7 
1945 present 
21 . 4 
3. 5 
21 . 4 
14 . 2 
20 . 4 
7. 1 
35 . 7 
7 1 
15 .0 
o.o 
28 
4 
13.5 
4. 5 
13 . 5 
27 . '} 
31 . 8 
9. 0 
31 . 8 
o.o 
24 .0 
1 . 0 
22 
6 
aone character might possess one or more of these 
traits; therefore, each ber represent the 
16 . 5 
13 . 6 
16 . 5 
12 . 6 
23 . 0 
7. 2 
29 . 1 
7. 8 
22 . 2 
7. 8 
103 
20 
percentage of major characters in Hhich each trait 
ccct\rS in a given period . 
bwomen only. 
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) 21 . 4% during the war years , prob bly because the war brought 
people closer together and encouraged the helping of one 
another, for example, the family in "The Square of Flo"rers*' 
which shelters and nurses the injured flier in the face of 
arrest by the G~rmans . The incidence of kindness found in 
characters after the wat' decreases . At the sante time, 
however, cruelty decreases from 33 • 3~~ in the second period 
of collectivization a:o1.d purges to only l.,. Si. in the 
Khrushchev period. 
0 
I T.ougfmesm, . miscul}B~ty; ..... Q~licacx , femin,in\t.X. ... This 
I 
category examines women only, finding that the image of the 
Soviet "tough, masculine woman" persists in the drama until 
I 
I 
the war. after which the traits of delicacy and ~mininit:y 
are found in women to an inore.~sing extent ~· 
Honestx , swceriS-z ... ,·,D~$honesty, insinc,ertty: ...... There is a 
higher representation of both honest and dishonest 
characters in each period l1p to the present , \-Ti.th tess than 
a third as many dishonest as honest characters . The increas~ 
of characters in t>lhich these traits are outstanding is an 
indication of stronger and more varied types in contrast 
\·lith the more vacillating characters of the second period . 
Cl.@v§rness,, . i;nt~,111,1ge,nee--Stupid1ty,, naivet_.! ...... The 
characters who are notable ecause of their intelligence 
average around one-third of the group, except in the first 
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0 pe~iod which is slightly lower. On the other hand, 
characters marked by their lack of intelligence deereas.e 
from around 12% in the early periods to none in the present 
period . The decrease in unintelligent characters is 
supported by the figu:t;:es on the education level of the 
characters discussed earli·er, ~fhieh show a steady rise in 
the nutnber of college educated characters. 
0 
H,tunor, . cheerfulness -- The percentage of humorous 
characters or characters with a sense of humor is high in 
the first and last periods, but low in the others . Th 
writing of the first period was still influenced by pre-
revolutionary trends and boasted a not'nlal share of humor 
and comedy. Later, the stiff, cardboard stereotype-dramas 
of "the building of SQ'cialism» overtook the comparative 
freedom of the twenties . there has been a return to more 
comedy in the last period, as is evidenced by the higher 
percent age of humorous characters ~. 
Jealpusy; ...... ,Jealousy, considered by the Soviet$ as a 
t•bourgeois prejudice, n iS looked upon ~1ith shame and the 
lack o.f it is a sign of a good Communist The lack of 
[I jealousy among the traits of the characters in the latter , 
periods indicates ., at least , that there might be less 
concern about it now. 
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Goals 
Goals of . the Cbarae ters 
In order to determine the aspirations and values 
which are represented i n the Soviet drama, the goals of the 
major characters, in terms of needs, ~-1a.nts, and future aims ~ 
we1:e counted . The goals discussed here do not necessarily 
represent the goals of the Soviet government, but they de 
point to the kind of character which is most acceptable to 
Soviet society . 
The nine chief goals are: 
love,. friendship , and affection 
serving Communism, the state, and society 
fame, recognition, or success 
self~preservation and safety 
money, financial security 
pot-1er 11 mastery over others individualism and self- expression 
knowledge, beauty, art , etc . 
health., food , ~d physical t-'3ell-being 
lack of goals, the disillusioned character 
Table 11 gives highest claims to the goal of love, 
friendship, and affection, which is openly destred by 34. 9% 
of the major characters; devot · on to Comimmism and the 
State is second among the characters~ 27 . 3%. Love and 
11 affection from the opposit e sex primarily, and friendships 
between men or women are highly valued from the period of 
I the war to the present, and to a lesser extent in the 
II earlier periods when the institutions of love and marriage 
were forsaken for "free love. " Love as romanticism , 
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tABLE 11 
THE GOALS OF T~E CHARACTERS , 
COMPARING FOUR Ptr~IODS OF SOVIET D~1Aa 
No goals 
Self ... profit 
Health, food 
Individualism 
Noney 
Po r 
Love 
Fame 
CoramUl'\iSm 
Number of major 
f1I+: 
1928 
o .. o 
s.o 
5 . 0 
5. 0 
15 ... 0 
10 . 0 
15. 0 
15 •. 0 
30 0 
o.o 
characters 20 
Number of plays 3 
0 .0 
21 . 2 
12 . 1 
9 . 0 
12 .1 
3 . 3 
33 . 3 
15 . 1 
27 . 2 
15 l 
33 
1 
Post-War 
and All 
~ar Khrushchev Periods 
a ... - 194~-
1945 present 
7 . 1 
17 . 8 
7. 1 
7. 1 
o.o 
o.o 
3 .. 4 
9 . 1 
27 . 1 
17 . 8 
28 
4 
18 .. 1 
13 . 6 
o.o 
13 . 6 
o.o 
o.o 
36 3 
22 . 7 
27 . 2 
18 . 1 
22 
6 
5. 7 
15 . 5 
6. 7 
8 ._ 7. 
2. 9 
34 . 9 
14. 8 
27 . 3 
13 . 5 
103 
20 
a One char cter might possess one or more goals ; there-
fore each number represent the percentaJe of major 
characters in \i1ich eac~ goal occurs in a given period 
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however , is deplored as being petty- bourgeois and it is 
emphasized that "Soviet love., should help or save a person 
for a constructive role in society . This subject will be 
discussed further in another section. But there is a great 
deal of Hishing and hoping for love , and "true loven is 
mentioned . The character Lavrukhin in "Years of Wandering•• 
says ; "1 dream of a love that falls upon you unearned and 
out of the blue . "l 
A reminder that the characters are playing in 
"Soviet dramas , " the next highest goal cate or:y is serving 
Communism, the state , and society . The fulfillment of this 
goal is expressed in differ~.nt 11 ys, in the p£rformance of 
2 
outstanding labor , "an affair of honor , of valor , " in 
joining the Communist Party or a youth organization and 
working actively, or in possessing and exercising "socialist 
consciousness," exemplified by Pribylev' s voluntary 
sacrifi ce of his house for the bight ay in "Father Unkncx,."''l , n 
by Shvarkin. Finally, the ability to take criticism and 
the constant applic tion of self- criticism are recognized 
as valuable traits in the loyal Communist lihO fulfills his 
duty to society . The percentage of characters possessing th 
goal of serving Communism and that State remains about the 
same, just under 30%, in each period . 
II 
---------------------------------------------------------- 11 II luYears of vlandering," Soviet Literature , No . 9, 
1954, p . 6 
2 Lyons, op . cit . , p. 355 . 
The desire of fame, recognition , or success in one ' s 
career is held by 14 . 5% of the group , mostly young people . 
This goal is seen as acceptable to society only if one ' s 
recognition is to be used to the advantage of the society. 
The Soviet astronauts are good examples; their recognition 
is considered valuable to society and the Communist Party . 
On the other hand , the desire for recognition for selfish 
ends is condemned, as in the case of Lavrenty, the track~ 
wall .. er in "Far Taiga" ,.,ho wants to go to Mosco-v1 to become a 
hero . At the end of the play he is persuaded that his post 
on the remote railroad siding in Siberia is vi tal to the 
fi 1ht for socialism and he decides to remain. 
·~ther outstanding goal is that of self-preser-
vation and safety--maintaining the status quo . Most 
characters with this goal are negative types , such as 
bourgeoisie or aristocrats who want to keep their status, 
self-satisfied bureaucrats , criminals who want to escape, 
and fugitives from the law. This is the goal of 15 . 5% of 
th characters . 
It is interesting to note that those characters who 
desire money (6 . 7%) and power or mastery over others {2 . 9%) 
all appear before te·war in the first two periods . The 
goals of money and power seeu to have been replaced by the 
goal of fame and recognition which was highest (22 . 7%) in 
the last period . This is perhaps a more respectable goal , 
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again , if it is to the advantage of society . 
Eight and seven- tenths per cent of the characters 
showed a desire for individualism or self- expression. These 
characters represent the people described by a university 
student who fled Russia , in Harper ' s Magazine : 
• •• despite the regime ' s demand of absolute 
"sacrifice of t he personal for t he common goal , " they 
:refuse to think in political terms and i nstead 
concentrate on thei r home life , their childrey , their 
spor~s , or simply trying t o enjoy themselves . 
These are the people who are attempting to be themselves , 
li e the character in "The edbug11 who says, "This isn ' t 
1919 . people t-vant to live their own lives no-v1. u2 
- other kind of self~expression is the Soviet kind 
which may portray the character as dramatically 
indivi dualistic , disagreeing with everyone around him , 
even his superiors , but peculiarly in line with a specific 
Party statement or policy of the day . Such is the young 
ambitious commander in :torneichu 1 ,s "Front" and the daring 
revolutionist in the factory , the teenager Sanya in "Dawn 
Over ~ oscow. " 
The goal of anowledge , beauty , art , etc . is given 
to 13 . 57., of the characters , increasing in number from none 
in the first per iod to 18 . 1% in the last . From reading 
''-
1oavid Burg~ uThe Voice of a Dissent er , " Harper i s 
Magazin,e (May , 1961J , p . 130 . 
~1ayakovsky , op. cit . , p. 256. 
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plays written over a period o years it appears that the 
possession of knowledge and r finement has gained respect 
as time has passed, from the early period ~men the cultured 
person tv-as suspicioned, especially by the uvidvizhentsia, u 
or ncountry schola.rs,tt until the present era of scientific , 
intellectual achievement . 
Of course, all kinds of knolvledge and art are not 
sanctioned: only that which conforms to the doctrine of 
socialist realism and only that which is interpreted by the 
Party as good for the Soviet people as a whole is recognized 
For example, Le11in, portraye in "The Third , P-'lthetique ,u II 
by Pogodin , did not deem abstract art "good" for the masses : 
t~at's the significance of a blue nose that 
signi fi es nothing? Such things suit modern bourgeois 
aesthetes dmm to the ground because in pictures like 
that man is1turned into ugliness, he is disgraced and humiliated . 
As an afterthought , in an effort to seem tolerant, Lenin 
f th i t "But J.. £ 1' k it k · t " sayo o e p c ure , you l. e ; eep ~ • 
Finall y, the goal of health, food, and physical 
well- being is held by 6. 7% of the characters, appearing 
during the ar and earlier, but not after the war . This 
may be due in part to the increased standc .t:'d of living of 
the Soviet people . 
The Di.sillusio:ne 
• 
-- The incren;e standard of 
l"The Third, Pathetique, " ~q,vie~ Literature, No 1 ; 
1959, p . 23 . 
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living and shorter '~rking hours with more leisure time 
may account for the new brand of character in the Soviet 
drama wi1o professes to have no goals at all . He is 
disillusioned with life in general (never with Communism or 
Soviet life).. These characters, t~ho appear only after the 
war, total 5 . 7 ~ of all the major characters . Most are 
I "mi ed up" for some unexplained reason and are usually cured 
at the end of the play t~ith a dose of Soviet dialectics. 
The disillusioned Zvyagintsev in "Datm Over Moscot-111 is a 
case in point . In the beginning he is saying: "They say 
' unlucky in cards·-lucky in love'--but it ' s neither cards 
nor love . It's a hoax . " 1 But later, after reconciling 
himself to his obligations, seei t he light, the 
character says, ''The time has come to build a new life." 
Such characters may represent people t~o, in 
reality, are dissatisfied tifith the Communist regime . That is 
only speculation, but they do represent a part of Sovtet 
society, particularly the younger generation, which is 
increasingly becoming a problem to Soviet leaders . A 
noted Soviet intellectual is quoted as saying: 11Russian 
youth divides into three categories, enthusiasts, parasites , 
and those who have lost all interest in life.«2 The drama, 
l"Dawn Over Mosco ,u Soviet Literature, No . 7, 1951, 
p . 60 . 
2Christian Science 1onitor, pril 24, 1961. 
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apparently, is one method being used to attack the problem , 
giving purpose to purposeless characters and portraying 
other stronger, positive types for people to imitate. 
Cl]angc:rs of Goals -- In the seco.nd period (social drama) and 
in the two periods after the war men most plays on social 
subjects t;~Tero ~-rritten,. there is a signif.!..cant percentage of 
II cha.:-acters t-1ho change their goals 5 always f:rom negative to 
positive, from ba to useful, respected goals,. Nearly one-
third of the characters in the second period plays change 
their goals from selfish ends to serving the Party and 
building socialism. In the last t~vo periods also one-third 
of the· number show chauges in their eoals, mostly changes 
fr.om the disillusioned category just discussed to sm.-v"ing th 
Party and building socialism" 
Summary 
The results of the examination of personality 
characteristics point to a typical character with a high 
number of positive attributes-- a character \~O is kind, 
intelligent, honest, with a sense of ht1mor ( the sense of 
humor is still lac<ing, but is inc~easing) . The character 
is motivated by the desire for love, affection$ and 
friendship (the non ... selfish kind) , and a devotion to the 
cause of Communism. He may be individualistic (in the last 
period of Soviet drama), but only if he continues to 
support the dictates of the reg~e . He spends more time in 
86 
o- leisu~e activity and with his .amily than ill w·ork and Party 
activi~y. 
0 
There is another kind of character ~rh.o has appeared,· 
mainly after the war: the ambivalent type who may have 
unacc'eptable goa ls cr no t;':>als at all and uncomplimental.)' 
personality t raits . Often , this character changes his 
habits and goals and beeomes a useful, "poaitiveu type of 
SoViet citizen. 
Overall , ho~v:etter, the uncomplimentary t raits and 
unacceptable goals are decreasing and, t.-1hile the ambivalent 
character exists ., the paragon type first described has t he 
positive roles and still, the most prominent place ir.t 
Soviet dram-s .. 
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MORES ·~n INSTITUTIOi S tE ECTE Ir! TilE SOVIET DR.1 ~·iA 
In tl is c· apter the 't·rriter has drawn together his 
impressions of the mores and institutions revealed by the 
plots , the settings of the plays, and actions of t1e 
characters ·nth n them , in order to obtain a more complete 
picture of Soviet society ~ depicted in the drama . These 
are: the fami_y, children, and gr~~ thers; the Soviet 
woman, Soviet love , nnd relations between the sexes; moral 
questions (crime, vices , suicide, racial prejudice , and 
bribery); symbols and slogans ; and customs, such as hand-
shaking and hand-kissing . 
The Famil t of 
ttA f ily s ould be s ron0 , to last n · ·et me . 
love a uig, r en ly family . " 1 
This quot ... tion from "Dawn Over t4osco 1" (19 . 0) sho s 
th tradit onal ussian, an no Soviet, respect for tho 
fO!llily . The family, despit the me ement of t"l~ liJ20 *s to 
abolish it, is today n basic lement of t c society \ hich 
l'Dawn Over Hoscou , " Soviet Literature. No . 7., 
1951, p. 60 . 
--
the reg ime seeks to use for its om ends. Soviet attitudes 
have transformed the traditional authoritarian family ~nth 
the father alone comman ing mother and children ( uho are on 
an equal basis), into a unit in~ ich mother and father on 
an equal basi to ~thet~ tri.th he '.r children, look to t e 
state for supr~ e authority. 
The hi :7h points of traditionc.l .. u.ssian family life 
were the obsc~-v~~ce of religious holidays, ba tis~s , 
christenings, name d ys , and marri ages; nOt-7 they center 
on the educational chievements of the childr n. the 
acquisition of material pOSsessions, civil marriage, a 
promotion, and long-planne~ ~ cations child= and 
parents can take togeth r . 
This is the type of family t·hich nppcars in the 
Soviet drama~ -nine of the t enty plays are built round 
one or more nsoviet families . u The strict and aut horitarian 
father is not seen, nor is tle r ligious tradition. 
Children are taught to obey , of course, but first 
allegiance is given to officials in the school and the 
Party . 
Othert-1ise ~ the family is pictured (- s n big and 
friendly •., :tetaining 1nany of t 1 old customs such as 
dancing ith one another at reunions and reading aloudt 
a.l o1ays doing th gs together . 
&;hi;ldre..n 
The children in th.e fa-mily "re sean nt'! the nhope of 
l Fit:::sil'I.'Unons, Malo£, and F'ske, SfR· cit •• , p . 84 . 
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the future . u In the p ays they are all e..xceptionally 
mature, mannerly, and dedic ted to Communism. Children are 
shown to idealize their party leaders instead of their 
fathers . In "Dawn er 1osco'"" a group of young students 
just graduated from high school ere 't·Talking through Red 
Square: 
"What t-rould t e have told Comrade Stalin if he had 
suddenly walked out to meet us on Red Square?" 
"I ' d have told him mat I intend doing in the 
futuretnl 
Another shining example of Communist youth is 
Zhenya of °Far Taiga," (1935) . She hopes to study railway 
engineering; her childhood dream is to stand in line to see 
Lenin ' s tomb seven times in a ro~ ; she thinks belief in God 
is a primitive outlook. Zhenya is mature at the age of 
fifteen but seems unfeminine and almost mechanical, paper· 
like . !11 the play she boasts about her political knowledge 
and loyalty to the party and aggressively defends her 
eqt~lity with other citizens , even older ones . Once ~~en 
she overh ars the statement that she is "a little virgin," 
she exclaims , "I am a Young Communist instead of a virgin!" 2 
Grandmothers 
A number of the families in the plays have grand-
mothers- - babushkas-- who occupy a very special place in the 
1
"Datm Over Moscow, " Soviet Literature, No . 7, 1951, 
p . 7 . 
2nFar Taiga," in Ba.kshy• op . cit ., p. 214. 
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Soviet family where both parents are working and someone 
is needed to take care of the children and perform household 
functions . The grandmother in the drama is loved and 
respected for her aJ e , wisdo , and loyalty to the Party . 
(Most grandmothers today are considered products of Soviet 
society although their parents ~ere part of the old- regime 
society . ) 
. grippina, the grandmother of the family in "Dawn 
Over Moscow" is a retired factory worker on a pension ,gho 
divides 1er life into cering for her granddaughter and 
giving inspiration and advice to young workers . Her goals 
are keeping her family together and happy, and seeing 
progress at the £ ctory . 
Agrippina 's appearance fits the description often 
given to the Russian grandmother: 
LShe7 wears a dark , formless dress of the type 
pre'le ·red by old women; kerchief on her head ; aged 
stoop, tvrinkles ; faltering \UOVements , but her ~yes are 
clear and youthful and her fingers are nimble . ! 
M@rital,Fidelity 
Although respect for the marriage tie is claimed as 
part of the basis of Soviet society, in the drama there are 
often marital break-ups and mentions of single HOmen in II 
love with married tnen . or vice ve):"sa . These couples usually 
have no children and the situation is an ideal one ; neither ~~ 
P• 3. 
1
"Dawn Over !1os co~.,," Soviet Literature, No . 7, 1951 , 
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~ person is hurt, and t he arrangement is better for eaeh 
concerned . "' he single woman t4ho loves a martied man is not 
always condemned~ either ,. In t•Years of i anderingrt a \¥Oman 
I falls in love with a married man and ••1.elps'' him improve, 
alt 1ough he goE;s baelt to his tdfe at the end. In 1961 three 
I plays on the Soviet stage dealt ~.nth middle- aged husbands 
I attracted by young girls, each play offering a different 
solution. 1 
The .. Soviet \'loman 
There are several different types of tromen portrayed 
in Soviet drama, from the restless and pampered to the cold, 
masculine e~ple of independence" But one type is shot-m 
to be most desirable of all : the t10man who puts Party and 
collective interests above those of herself and her family, 
I who has high moral standard~, vitality, ambition, and t~ho 
loves, marries , and bears children. In Soviet drama* woman 
l is not inferior to th$ Ulan, but neither does she lack in 
f \nininity . Only in the past decade has she shown much 
concern over her appearance. 
Glafeera , in the play tttnga, '' (1929), is considered 
an ideal Soviet woman. A responsible 'NO-rker and Party 
l1 mamber, she is a \malesome and pretty peasant•type, proud, 
self-assu~ed, has no faith in God; her goals are serving the 
~iller, op, cit,, p. 18! . 
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Party ~nd living a happy life •th her husband and child . 
Ho ever, the cold and asculine types are t~t 
looked upon t th disfavor . Instead, they are praised for 
tleir determination and loyalty, li~e Inga: 
People li1 e Inga don ' t need a family . She•s a 
laboratory product . She had to have her father 
c.."tiled -broad A remarkable olshevild 1 
Soviet Love an rriage 
"_fync,tional" Soviet Love 
.\ Soviet person cannot love someone 'tdthout 
crit cism, ithout political and moral 't~atchfulness • • 
Our Soviet citizen can no longer love only becaus of a 
natural drive . He "'ants his beloved to be worthy ~f 
his feelilg, to possess the best Soviet q•alities . 
ld 
alps to cxplnin ~he ki11d of love ~hich is seen again and 
again in the Soviet drama ~ Love is somehow connected -.:vith 
the goals of Communism and unless it fulfills th purpose 
of savil1g or helpin<=> another person for constructive 'iYOrk, 
it is useless . Indeed, the satiric play " edbur;" shows the 
perfect society where all emotion has been eliminated and 
love is considc~·ed a disease and is no longer needed . But 
nt present love has a place in Soviet life. In the lines of 
one of Ma.yakovsky1 s characters : nLove slould make you 
build bridges and bear children. u3 
.. 
lulnga ,u in Ly~ns, op . cit . , p . 361 ~ 
Zvera Sandomi:rsky ; 1 ::>~ in the SLviet Union ," 
B!¥ls1-an Reyimv (July , 19~1), p . 45 . 
3 
z,tayakovsky J 
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Re_atione Bettveen the SexeE?., 
In ap)roYimntely half the relationships between 
:·oung men and women in the plays the woman has an aggressive 
role; she approaches the man and .... u -sues him until he 
proposes . This freedom seems characteristic of Soviet 
women in real life, owing to a certain naturalness and 
modesty about sex. 
Russian girls are usually modest in behavior • • • 
this modesty permits an approach which can sometimes 
knock a mere foreigner head over heels . Convention 
allows any of these modest girls to speak to a man 
first, to make the first approach--roguish or interested I 
or casual-·1without an implication that she is a bad \ character . . 
The Russi n custom of the parents blessing a couple 
in the tradition of their orthodox ancestors (a ceremony 
before the icon prior to the marriage) is found in several 
plays ; but more often than not it is eliminated or 
re ·u~ed , as in the case of Kostya, t he Communist student in 
"Father Unknown , u (1933) . 
Only two weddings are portrayed in the plays , both 
of which have the traditional Russian feast after the 
ceremony. But there are also cases in which couples avoid 
tradition and ceremony and complete the process at the 
Marriage Regis try. The mother of the Maccaveyev family in 
"Orchards of Polovchansk" (1938) comments: "Times have 
1Miller, op . cit., p. 160 . 
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changed, they get married without asking these days . "l 
Love Scenes in the Drama 
Love scenes usually receive a puritanic treatment 
in the drama, although there is some evidence of a new 
boldn ss in the Soviet film. 2 
The drama still clings to this type of love scene 
from "Good Luck" (1955) : 
Igor: 
Sanya : 
"Sanya{ what ~1ould happen if 1 l ere to kiss 
you al of a sudden? I ' m speaking 
theoretically , of course . " 
urt •s not my birthday today . When my 
birthday comes, I ' ll3kiss you myself for this lovely outing . u 
In the same play a girl goes to the home of her fiance and. 
upon entering, shakes hands with him. This see~s odd, even 
if it is in front of his younger brother. And in "Irkutsk 
Story , " ~J'ritten in 1959, a scene shO't-.'S the couple getting 
into bed on their wedding night, the groom stating he is 
not even going to kiss his bride until morning. 
Moral guestions as T.r~ ted by Soviet O;cama 
The influential Soviet educator and reformer, 
luorchards of Polovchansk," in Dana, QR, cit,,, p . 17 • 
2Hugh Lunghi , "The Censor Out itt d," About Town, 
II, No . 5 (May; 1961), p. 57 . "At the cinema one true-!ove 
kiss (though so far only one) per film is now normal where 
earlier there would have been no such indulgence . n 11 
p. 40. 
er Uosco\v, •• Soviet Literatyre , No . 7, 1951 , 
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0 ~1akarenko~ desc;ribes moral lapses in the USSR as n•survivals ' 
II to be. bred out by true, 'Communist, 1 trai11ing, not as 
II springing from perenially imperfect human nature , "l This 
attitude is prevalent in the drama. Any moral weakness is 
1
1
labeled as a bourgeois survival and dealt tdth usually by 
one of thl~ee methods: (1) denunciation, (2) converting the 
misdoer to Communism ~ e~pecting hi.s "soeialisttt conscious-
ness to prevent hilu from further tn-ongdoing ~ and ( 3) using 
educational methods of discouraging '\voeaknesses . 
I 
1
orime 
I' There is little crime port rayed or mentioned in 
Soviet drama • F.xcept for patriotic killings in tha "t<7ar 
!Plays, there isn't a single murder , nor a mention of rape. 
'
Some plays even boast of how little crime there is i n 
Soviet Russia , for instance, "Orehards of Polovehansk"; 
Nobody has ever heard of crime in our end of the 
world . Three years ago a phantom began stealing 
chickens in Bumashevka . He got two yea,.r$ in the · 
solitary for it. Now ~e is a watchman at the club and 
is getting along fine , ~ 
1
, Al though there is no dramatic portrayal of crime, 
l
the technique of rehabilitating criminals is discussed in 
Pogodin•s "Aristocrats,n written •in 1933. The scene is a 
lprison camp which appears in description to be something 
~iller, op .. cit ,, p . 191. 
P• 117. 
2
•torchards of Polovehansk) n in Dana, 02•, s;it,. 
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similar to a children's s.utnt.ner camp. The camp is kept spic 
and span; order and politeness is the rule . Caricatures of 
prisoners ~mo refuse to work arc placed on the bulletin 
board . Most of the methods used would be embraced by any 
psych logist and are not peculiar y "Communist . " great 
persuader is the fact that the "social uorkers' or guards 
tvc~re once inmates o f the Sar.te camp themselves . They in the 
opinion leaders, usually the more educated types, first, 
then enlist their help tdth the others . In the end all arc 
happy performing their socialist duty, soon to be released 
with decorations for outstanding accomplishment . 
There are many more political criQes described, 
along ~th disloyalty and anti- Communist attitudes . In the 
early periods secret FOlice arrests and children exposing 
their parents as counter~revolutionaries are freely 
mentioned . In "Kremlin Chimes," a historical play about 
the tt'lenties, there is genuin · fear of being found with 
guests in the home. Surprisingly , these arc displayed as 
common occurrenceA for '(·.ihich the regime is perfectly 
justified. Later on, there is no mention of such things . 
A play ' ritten during the Khrushchev period depicts the 
escape of the villain, a bourgeois capitalist, to a foreign 
country 'vi h no attempt to appreh nd him ("Third, 
Pathetique") . 
The question of loyalty during the German occupation 
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is discussed in "Square of lowers." Citizens are faced 
with t he temptation of helping the enemy in order to improve 
their o ~ position . The heroes are t e strong and loyal . 
The vill3in is a turncoat nd is murdered in the end by the 
loyal . 
Vices 
Drinking and smoking are among the habits of about 
\ 
ten per ent of the characters and are not c iticized , 
except in cases t~here the habit is immoderate and 
debilitating . The c ractcr ikheyev in noa m O'"ver 
Moscow11 is a drin er and smoker o cannot regulate his 
habits . A sub-plot of tho play is written about the efforts 
of his fiancee and friends to reform him. 
In the dr ,a drinking is ordinarily done on festive 
occasions and~ although the "Bedbug•stt perfect society 
banishes all such habits, social drin ing continues to be 
an accepted institution.. 1 the contemporary play nlrkutsk 
Story," a fourteen year old girl is allowed to drink at a 
wedding party. Also , laxity is evidenced by Soviet films , 
as in the serious and moving film "Fate of a t1an,"1 where 
a young wife is allowed to giggle at her husband men he 
is drun instea of lecturing hi . • 
S.,;·:rearing is almost non-e~·istent in Soviet plays . 
l 
theatres. 
Soviet film. currently being shown in u. s. 
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It is doubtful that ~"(pressions such as 11The devil take it!u 
could be translated into anythi ng stronger .. HOl!lever, in 
the last period , the teenagers in noood Lucktt use 11damnn 
in front of their parents . If anyt'hi.:ng, this is an 
indication of the independence of children iu their 
relationship t"ith parents ., 
Immorality in sex, though touched upon in eurrent 
plays such as 41 lrk.utsk Story , u is usually portrayed as a 
pre ... revolutional.'"Y phenomenon.. An example is the entire 
immoral family in Gorky 1 s "Yegor Bulyehov and Others," 
(1932), a play about pre- revolut ionary bourgeois society . 
Suicide is considered an offense against society, 
as in this country, but for a different reason- ... namely that 
a suicide deprives the societ y of a useful t.rorltingma.n. It 
is usually shOtm as a. result of "bourgeois jealousyt• or 
I . 
other non-Soviet feelings . There are only one or two 
attempt$ at suicide., and in each case the character is 
eventually transformed into a normal ~ ambitious Soviet 
citizen. ln naedl:mgn a rejected lover co:mmit:s suicide a..'rld 
is resurrected from the dead in the perfect society vhere 
the secret of life has been found . As a resurrected citizen 
of the perfect COtrml.unist society she feels no compassion for 
her former lover: "And t o think that fifty years ago I 
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Naturally, petty-
bourgeois acts like suicide are abolished i n t he perfect 
society 
suicide. 
Doctors don't even know the meaning of the word 
~tacial Pre judice 
When racial or color questions are broached in the 
drama, it is usuall y to say that integration of all the 
races is a goal of Communism and that in the Soviet Union 
only people with bourgeois backorounds are prejudiced . 
Jm~s are ictured as good Communists, although they never 
appear in places of authority . Dark complexioned people 
from t he south usually are portrayed as loyal • . 
intelligent citizens . However , a character in **Father 
Unknownn speaks insultingly to a student from the 
Ca•..:tcasus, ••Even with that dark complexion you can't escape 
2 the ~ath of God . 11 But this character is an old-fashioned 
type, a "bourgeois survival" and unsympathetic with the 
Soviets .-
The play ttMystery- Bouffe" (1918) contradicts itself 
several times while trying to advance the philosophy of 
equalitarian t-rorld Communism. There are no Jews in the 
play, ~mile every other race is r 'epresented . And speaking 
1Mayakovsky , op . cit t , p. 275 . 
2••Father Unknown, " in Ba.kshy , oo, cit , , p. 253 . 
of the bourgeois group: "In hell, tle Abyssinian negro is 
t·7orst because, his mug is blacl a 1d he has a big appetite -. "1 
This apparent contradiction in the drama reflects just a 
part of the real difference between the Communists' 
profession of racial equality, and the t'l1ay in tmich they 
treat minority groups in the Soviet Union. 
rushchev denounced Stalin ' s persecution of the 
Jews as paranoi , but his reg ·me carries on a relentless 
anti-Semitic campaign. No Jews may leave Russia, and 
the lot of thos 2within the country becomes steadily more precarious . 
That even t he intellectuals are not entirely immun 
has been shot·m by recent incidents at Hoscotv Uni versity 
when African and other fojeign students suffered at the 
hands of fellow students . 
Bribe££ 
Many Soviet plays have been \-:ritten to expose bribe 
under- the- counter deals , and oilin~ of palms which , from the 
amount of publicity and punishing of ttexamples" there has 
been, appears to be a great problem. It is nothing new in 
Russia ; under t he czars the concept of nblat" or what the 
French call "Systeme on flourished and was carried over into 
Soviet times . Today the government ' s campaign against 
l Geor ge R. Noy ·, 
( !.'i el-1 Yorl<: Dover , Inc ., 1 • 
2L..r . L . White , "Ro Russia Treats the Je'tJS," 
eader ' s Digest , Vol . 78 , No . 470 (June, 1961) . 
3Robert Conquest , "Rulers and Ruled , n About Town, 
II , Uo . 5 , . iay , 1961 . 
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"blat" as ecn accel rated . It is treated in t~~ of the 
plays of th <hrushc ev period: in nthe Third, Pathotiq~, n 
a ttetty-one yea old is sent to prison for ta<ing a bribe . 
nd i 11Good Luck," the temptation to take advantage of 
"pull" n order to get into the university provides a strong 
and convincing conflict . Needless to say, the honorable 
side wins . 
s lll'lS 
Symbols are tri.dely exploited in the Soviet type of 
writing ir1 wh ch tractors re likened to hum n beings 
(nFear") and painted backdrops of the Kremlin towers and the 
Soviet flag are used for settings ("Dawn Over Moscot.;r") . 
The most important symbols are those of prog~ess-­
the tractor, electricity, hammer and sickle, the Soviet 
flag, and uThe Inte-rnational , " th Soviet national ant em, 
which is played in three of the plays in the sample. 
Other symbols are utilized, especially in wartime, 
to ma'e the people patriotic: "The Fatherland" and "Holy 
Moscow" are spoken of in reference to the Russian land . The 
Kremlin chimes are often a symbol of home . The Red Army and 
its uniforms and its titles of ncomr de Ca.ptai11," etc . are 
symbols of Soviet greatness 
In "The Square of Flowers" the gladiolus is a 
symbol, shaped like a sword: "By this sign ye shall 
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conquer!"l 
Flags are important and appear often. Evert in the 
perfect society of 11Bedbug' scenes are all decked out with 
flags . 
In the home, objects like the "samovar" (Russian 
tea-maker) and vodka are symbols of togetherness and 
conviviality. "Bread and salt," always spoken of together 
as ,.,.e say "bread and butter, u arc symbols of hospitality . 
A most prestigious symbol of status is the 
possession of a Communist Party card or having a member in 
the family . However , pr~otion of a marriage or other 
arrangements to get a Party card in the family merely for 
its status value is dishonorable, 
Symbols of the foreign bourgeoisie are often seen, 
for example: t~1ayakovsky ~ote about all kinds of bugs, 
including Churchill . u2 
Slogans have been used to great advantage in the 
Soviet Union and many appear in the drama . Here are just 
a few! 
p . 45 . 
"I swear by the Revolution!" 
11 Every factory is a fortress of militant socialism. " 
ttl30% Plan Fulfillment in June . " 
"Long live Lenin's best disciple and comrade, 
Stalin! uJ 
1nsquare of Flowers , " in Bakshy·. OJ2. ,pit .• , p . 289 . 
2
"Dawn Over t-toseowt" Sovie~ Li£eratu;re, No . 7, 1951, 
3
"Inga , n in Lyons , OR r cit . , p. 317 . 
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~ ile the use of slogano and symbols continues, the 
p riod of the fl s y nd blata t political ~dvertisi1g is 
over . The· is a goo d 1 les of it in th periods after 
t1e war . 
he nation in gener 1 has been o tgrm.1ing soc of 
its naivete • • • the ole business of banners and 
slo ans is muc less than it used to be, nd the 
clumsiest kinds of propaganda are particularly reduced . l 
Music 
S timentalism in music nd *bourgeois crooning" is 
not approved as a rule, but occasionally is performed by 
negative character as p rt of t play Such is the 
Maurice Chevalier tune Which is sung by the deviate 
graduate student , Kastalsky in •'Fear , " (1931) . He is 
ridiculed for it, along ith his Victorian manners and 
eloquent speech . 
Guitars are used often to accompany fo!k songs. 
some of ~~ich are romantic , and hastily contrived political 
ditties about five- year plans and factories of socialism. 
Customs of Hand- shaki g, and Kissing, 
It is not unusual to see men embrace and kiss on 
the Soviet tage, although tradition has changed somet at 
since the Soviets came to power ~ Hand- shaking is more 
common among men , and even between men and women. The old 
custom of hand- kissing is seldom seen; when it is, it is 
~iller , oe. cit . , p . 192 . 
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II 
!J D done by older people of the bourgeoisie . In "Father Unknown , 
II written in 1933, hand-kissing is desarib.ed as being uvulgar 
and medieval and unsanitary , " and 'no longer done in 
bl. nl pu 1.c . 
11 It is said, hot-1ever , that eva'l in the Russia of 
!today such traditions are st_ll alive. 
Among younger Russians of sensibility there is • • • 
such admiration for the greater delicacy and finish of 
old•fashioned manners, or even of the old-fashioned 
ways of speeeh, that the influence of this surviving 
minority permeates far into society • • • in contemporary 
dramas the assumed ideal of good manners is a blend of 
peasant courtesy and good nature • • • instead of the 
rough, pushing manners o£2 the street l\Thich r,1ere more acceptable in the 1920 's. 
1
"Fnther Unknown, n in Bakshy, PR· cit,., p . 179 . 
2 ' ' Miller, op , cit,, p. 141. 
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Communists did, hot~ever , give love a purpose--to make strong 
balanced citizens who will bear new generations of Soviets . 
outstanding exception to .ussian tradition is the 
net•7 Soviet t-roman . She is emancipated--on equal terms with 
men, educated, and owes all giance not to icons, but an 
ideology . Alsot t ere is a surprising amount of mPrital 
infidelity, ,., ich is not tradition 11 Russian. It may be 
partly due to the ne\v independence of the \~TOman . 
The old Puritanic ttit des towar d sex still prevail 
Soviet drama probably emphasizes sex, at least realistic II 
portrayal of it, less than that of ny othe technologically 
advanced, modern society 
The absence of crime in the drama is probably an 
effort to avoid publicity about it, even '~itl in the country . 
When the subject is brought up, it is usually to exemplify 
the rehabilitated criminal . On the other hand, crime 
against the state is often portr yed, except in the last 
period . The political criminal is \.\Sually persuaded at the 
end of the play to cooperate with the state. oderate 
dri.nldng and smol~ing are condoned, but St.Jearing, sexual 
immorality, and suicide are t boos, uhich again reflects 
.usc.ian tradition. Bribery is considered a great sin agains 
society, as vell as racial prejudice , although occasional 
hint s of the existing prejudice in the Soviet Union are 
present in the drama . 
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Symbols and slogans are plentiful , mostly of the 
Gommunist variety . Still, many of the traditional pre-
l revolutionary Russian symbols such as the Samovar and "the 
fatherland" are found in the drama . 
Finally., the Soviet attitude to"t...;rards sentimental 
music and the old Russian customs of hand- kissing and 
kissing between men shows the Soviet desire to change cu~t~ 
and tradition to suit their own ends . As evidenced in this 
chapter; they have not always been successful. 
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CRAPTEtt VI 
CONCLUSIONS: SOVIET DR..!\~1A AS l\N INSTRL'MEN1' OF POLICY 
uHas th2 Soviet govetnment exploited the drama as 
an instrument of policy? 1£ so, ho~1 and to what extent?" 
In order to anSl:J'er these questions, the plays, their subject 
matter; their characters, ~nd the social moreo and 
institutions reflected in them will be reviewed and 
discussed . Also, instances in .rhich the author of the plays 
may not have been affected by government censorship will be 
considered. Finally, the future of Soviet drama w'ill be 
discussed 1 in tern1s of past and present trends . 
ft.X)?clOitati,on of th~ ~rama b:z . th§ SQv.;le.ta, 
.SybJ£lcts ~tht ~oViet Goats 
In Afinogenov•s 1931 play, "Fear,n the Soviet goal, 
tepresented throughout the forty-four years of Soviet drama ; 
is expressed by one of the Communist in~ellectuals: 
Our politic s is to transform people. Feelu~gs that 
tv-e-=e considered innate are n0\-.7 dying out ••• 
Coll?etiyisra, enthusi sm, the joy of life are 
grow1.ng . - , 
In Chapter Itt 11The History of Soviet Ora.ma'1 and Chapter III 
"The Overall View of Soviet Drama , ' the social type of play 
lup h • L · · ·-= t 409 ear, 1.n yons, og. CL • , p,. · 
was found to be most common. ln these plays the trans-
formation of people , as e...~pressed above ~ is the chief 
objective . The theme of the "old" versus the "net'V" '('17as seen 
applied to women, youth~ factory wort~ers, and intellectuals ; 
to paras1tes, criminals, nd bourgeois society . Trans-
formation, revitalization, the ~cquisition of n~t goals are 
paramount, as in the rehab litation of: criminals in 
"Aristocrats" an<: the transfonuation of Valya front a 
•t ,· .. 
disillusioned street g_rl into a respectablE{ hot...sewife and 
mother in ''Irkutsk Story." There are numerous ex.amplest in 
every play. but the pa.tt rn is the same: th£>. transformation 
II of people, symbolizing evet.·ythi ng tvl1.ich the Soviets have 
done and hope to do, in society, in u1dustry, in politics 1 
and politically on a ~;orld scale. 
II 
The s ·econd most important subject with a Soviet 
goal, also well represented in the sample of plays, is the 
ubuilding of socialism,u or the building of the country by 
industrialization, modernization, and the dcvelo~~ant of a 
nsocialist consciousness" among the people .. Building is 
repeatedly emphasized--building at a breakneck pace, doing 
things three or ive times as fast, using shock bri gades, 
and so forth . A slow tempo is refer-red to as uopportuniam, u 
shi.rld.ng responsibility, or even sabotage . The coneentratio 
on building also accounts for the typical contemporary and 
urban setting used in tnany Soviet plays . 
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Other themes , such as war , the class struggle, even 
yQuth and love, are seen to be used in the drama to 
illustrate the Party•s objec ives at a given time. 
The Soviets hav~ generally produced optimistic plays 
and avoided pessimism or tr gedy. Elements of tragedy in 
the plnys arc ah aye transfo:.. .. ed into happiness and 
prosp :rit/• This is the typical Soviet ch.ar~cteristic of 
rejecting reality for Co1 • ist idealism. 
The pattern, then, is ""-"'1 optiri is tic t~eatment of 
political and social objectives in ru1 effort to win the 
support for them of the Soviet public and to influence the 
public 1-tself to change. This is now discussed further in 
te~s of presenting ideal types for the public to ~~tlate , 
f '!,ar.acters f. . :rpe !peal Person Repre,sented tn ths; Qra,m~ 
A major Soviet goal for tho drama is to give 
examples for people to imitate. There is an ideal person 
seen in great ntwbers in all of the plays. Approximately 
sixty per cent of the characters are positive types; and 
twenty per cent are ambivalent types who usually change 
their values and goals to positive ones . Based on an actual 
count of characters with various attributes (see Chapter IV) I 
the most frequently portrayed character is male, middle-
aged (until after the tvar, then younger , unmarried , of 
Caucasian-Russian birth and proletarian origin, member of 
the intelligentsia, ccllege-e uc~ted, an· has either no 
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religious belief or a strong hatred for religion. l This 
rtidea.ll' character., ~phasized in large n1.unbers in the drama • 
has the foll0\11ing personality characteristics : kindness , 
intelligence, honesty , and a sense of humor ; his goals 
should be non•selfish love and friendship and helping the 
cause of the Communist Party; he spends his time with his 
family, at work. and has a great deal of leisure time, 
especially since the war . 
This ideal character is made the proponent of the 
Soviet objecttves discussed previously. H.e is what the 
Party would like all Soviet citizens to be. Through the 
drama Soviet citizens are certe.inly given blanket exposure 
to the ideal type . 
EKamples of characters not to be imitated are 
provided in much fewer numbers (negative types constitute 
only 19. 4% of the characters) ~ Again, the negative, 
pessimistic vietv is avoided " This p:robably is one reason 
for the lack of conflict in the Soviet drama. 
,?oviat ,- I!!;flu~n,se of In,stity~io,ns and. t12r,ts 
It bas been seen during the establishment and 
grotfth of the Soviet regime that the Bolsheviks could not 
I\ --------------~----~------------------~--~------------1l¥hile a majority of the characters are unmarried 
men (idolized in the Soviet Union as in the United States), 
the ideal charac:te.or may be marr· ed, as Hell as female . The 
ideal character is seen in the peasant and proletarian 
occupational groups ,. alt hough most often in the 
intelligentsia . 
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eradicate all which existed in Russia and build anel·1; 
rather , they had to build with the same people , the same 
traditions and institutions tvhich had ~isted for centuries . 
\fuile the Soviets have not been able to wipe out cer 
tai.n traditions • they have influeneed t herr., and to some 
extent. changed them. The family , for instance, is less 
au thorita:rian and, as a single unit , looks to the state for 
its paternal author ity. Love has changed from mere 
Hbourgeois feelingu t o a constructive and productive force , 
while the role of sex has been de- emphasized . And it was 
seen that the Soviets have emancipated women. The Sovie~s 
have played down distasteful , negative subj$cts such as 
crime, immorality, and suicide . Here again is the 
avoidance of pessimism in any form . Finally, many :. though 
not all , of the traditi.enal Russian symbols have been 
11 replaced by Communist symbols ... • the tractor , hammer and 
1 sicl<.le, the "lnternational . ' 
This evidence of Soviet influence on tradition in 
Russia reflected in the drama. supports the conc lusions made 
about the Soviet use of the drama to promote Party 
object ives and to portray ideal types for people to imit ate . 
Everything, hot~Tever insignificant or irrelevant, is 
connected with Communism. It is appropriate to recall the 
quot ation of Lenin: uTh~re are no fo't'ms of art • .. . 
whieh should not be linked to t he great ideas of 
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Communism. "l 
Exceptions to Party Influence,9n ~lavwrights 
There is no period of Soviet drama during t~ich 
~ riters ~rere free from outside influence. If they did 
write t•unacceptable" plays, they seldom got into the theatre 
Even in the Khrushchev period where there is reportedly 
comparative freedom of expression, the results sho 1 only 
slight differences from preceding periods . 
However> one can see instances where the '4riter 
injects new ideas or where he can be interpreted as being 
disenchanted with the Party line he is ~~Triting . Mayakovsky 
is an example . His nBedbug" is written ostensibly to 
generate public opinion against the parasite so common in 
Soviet society . But when the play reaches the point where 
the parasite Prisypkin is accidentally resurrected in the 
perfect Communist society of fifty years hence, he is seen 
as a fairly normal person who could be identified ~nth 
anyone in the audience . The automaton people of the perfect 
soeiety ridicule him for his emotions, his habits, and his 
outdated human wants . There is no pity or compassion for 
this outcast, yet the audience could not help but sympathize 
with him because they could easily identify themselves with 
him . This play could be interpr ted as shoto1ing Mayal<ovsky ' s 
1 Gorchakov, OB, cit , , p . 114 . 
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disillusionment with the goals of Communism. It is ~1ell to 
remember that ~!ayakovsky had to take an oath that he was not 
depicting Soviet society, although he obviously t-ms. Later, 
the brilliant playwright committed suicide. 
The villain or negative character might be a conveyo 
of the Soviet author's interpretation of human character . 
A character in "Father U otm11 says tdth pride: "Sixteen 
years under th Soviets!", then adds, "And that ' s no joke'"l 
11 The individualistic Profesoor Borodin in "Fear" comments 
disgustingly that "Sons deny their mothers and make a 
secret of their past, daughters denounce their fatherstn 2 
(Later in the play, Borodin becomes a dedicated Communist . ) 
The character Sergei, in *'Irkutsk Story" may well be 
expressing the personal opinion of the author t-1hen he says : 
1 like Italian films . They are true-to-life, they 
show people suffer . We have some good pictures . But 
not very many. Most of them try to convince me of 
things I've taken for granted long ago And that•s 
boring . 3 
"Irkutsk Story" vas writt~~ in 1959, during the Khrushchev 
period . This kind of writing seems more honest and straight 
fo~1ard . There is still a small proportion of it, compared 
to the familiar barrel- th:.nnping for Communism: uName me 
1
"Fa.ther Unknown~u in Bakshy, gp . cit , , p . 253 . 
2
"Fear , u in Lyons, .:::,O..s;;..a.......,;;.c.;;· t.;:;.:..• , p . 404 . 
3
•Jirkutsk Story , " No . 7, 1960, 
p . 97 t 
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country \vhere t ey speak of the deeds of miners , of 
tractor drivers, o millau i s . nl But other observers have 
also 11oted a. freshness in the Khrushchev period . For 
exampl , Faubion Bo ~Te'!."S, in his 1ork, Broad"t-7aY USS ,, says, 
The healthiest si~n in t e n~ ly emerging Soviet 
t heatre to m is its gradual approximation to 
realism . • • • The theatre is beginning to present 
problems of todav •s society and not merely cut and 
dried solutions.z 
These signs appear to be part of a larger change in 
Soviet dratl'k1. \mich is n~-1 discusoed in the light of the 
findings in other chapters . 
The &resent and Future: Ir~s in Soviet D[ama 
The history of Soviet drama shows that, until 1953 , 
its evolution has been marked by a series of steps taken by 
the government to tighten restrictions on playwrights . Then 
came the ''that-:," and vrl.th th~ exception of tt-70 or three 
stern glances from Yhrushchev, there has been no major 
crackdown since . Here is the shape which the content of the 
drama is taking . For subject matter, playwrights are 
3 
choosing more comedy and love. There is more criticism in 
the fonn of satire (although who can tell if the writers are I 
free to satirize what they please· • There are references to 
1norchards of Polovchansk,n in Dona ~ op. cit . , 
p .. 174. 
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such things as marital infidelity and bribery, along with 
the a:ppearanae of the disillusioned cha:racter . As 
suggested by Mr . Bowers ; there is a trend tO~fard realism--
ShO\i'ing real social problems--and creating real characters 
who can bridge the gap bett:Jeen the stage and members of the 
audience . 
Characters, on the whole, in the last period are 
shown as younger, t.rl.th more leisure time, caring more about 
appearance and watching t 1e t>7aistline; t4itb higher education 
less religion. and coming from a proletarian family. The 
character • s goals remain the same as altvays (non-selfish 
love and serving Cotnmunism), but with added desires for 
fame and recognition, ltnowledge, and individualism. There 
is more emphasis placed upon what the individual can do or 
accomplish, especially the young person today; still his 
purpose must be to achieve for the state, and not merely 
for himself ., 
It is impossible to predict the futul:7e by looking 
at t he past, for the Khrushchev era is without precedent in 
Soviet history . One can only obsel.""Ve that signs conti11ue 
to be hopeful~ and warn that the neo•Stalinists are awaiting 
the opportunity to freeze over the 11 tha\v-u in Soviet art. 
And the government retains the power to tighten its hold at 
any time . 
The question , naa.s the Soviet gove1"nment exploited 
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the drama as an instrument of policy?" has been answered 
affirmatively by this study from the standpoint of the 
thematic content of the plays, the character types, and 
attitudes and mores represented in the plays . l t has sho\,m 
how the Soviets have used the drama--promulgating Party 
policy, transforming people, presenting ideal types, 
changing tradition, displaying Party slogans, hailing 
1eader.s- ... al1 through the playwright 's pen, to affect and 
direct the minds of the audience . It has also pointed out 
ways in t.mich the pl.ayvn:'ight may insert his own ideas or 
use the technique of the double entendre to express himself , 
Soviet writing shows a particular freeness in the last 
period. The history of Soviet drama has shOl.m the extent 
of Communist dominance in the arts , increasing over the 
years in a series of crackdowns by Party leaders until the 
last decade when a "thawu occurred \mich is continuing. 
The future of Soviet drama, as stated earlier, is 
difficult to predict, but one cannot help l:tondering what 
it might lead to if the "thawu continues~ and if the theatre 
has an effect on national life . 
Drama is only one aspect of communications in the 
Soviet Union ;i Other forms~ TV , radio, films need to he, 
studied, for the th~atre is only one of s$veral media which 
can affect the thinking, the values, and the institutions 
of the Soviet people .• 
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i\PPEJ.~DIX A 
DESCRIPTION 01" THE P YS AHD THEIR SOURCES1 
"Aristocrats," N;,kolai Pogodin (1934), Five §oviet Pla;ys 
Inmates of a prison camp at first resist Communist 
propaganda, then are pers a ed by "social workerstt to 
~~rk for the state . At the end, soon to be released 0 
they are decorated for outsta~ding ·Ork . 
U'i'he Bedbug , n Vladioir iayakovs··y (1928), The Bedbuo.: 
and Selictcd Poetry. . 
A satir cal pfay about the social climber and parasite 
Prisypkin, who is frozen into a block of ice and 
resurrected from the dea in t1e perfect society fifty 
years later . He is ridiculed for his "human" desire and 
emotions in an ostensible satire of p rasitis 1 but also 
a subtle display of disfavor ~nt the goals of 
Comrmmism . 
"Bread," 1ladimir Kirshon (1930), Six. Soviet Plays. 
A play about the coll~ctivization of the thirties . 
Communist P~rty ~~kers create a class war in a village 
in order to exterminate the rich peasants . Among the 
Party vrorkers, there is conflict as to methods to be 
used in persuading the peasants . Tnose following 
official policy eventu~lly win out . 
"Chimes of the ~ remlin, u '-Nikolai Po0 odin (1942), Sov!:qt Scene. 
Lenin anil' Stalin are shotm organizing the country for 
electrification. They convert an anti-Soviet engineer 
to head up the project . sub- plot of the play is 
Lenin ' s effort to repair the Kremlin Chimes as a symbol 
of the country's progress . 
"Da..rn OVer Moscow," Ar·adi Surov (1950), SovJ;it 
L~tera~ur~, No . 7, 1951 . · 
A recent Soviet problem was the old COl1Setvatives, mich 
this play attacks . The di eetress of a text le f ctory 
1Publishers and dates of publication are found in 
the bibliography . 
[] 
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battles t-1ith her young, ambitious daughter and friei..1ds 
over 't~hether to modernize fashions . The backward 
conservative is re~educated , 
uFar Taiga~ n Alexander Afinog enov (1935), Spviet See!\~ · 
In this play, the toil and dedication of vrorkers in a 
remote province is lauded . One t>10rker "1ants to go to 
HoscOt\1' to be~ome a hero, but is persuaded by a visiting 
m 11tary officer to stay at his post . 
nFather Unk.no~m," Vassily Shvarkin (1933), Sgy!et Ss;ene ~ 
A caricature of bourgeois attitudes tov;ard sex and 
love. .\ yot.ln8 actress 11 plays pregnant," los1,.ng her 
friend and fiance. An immoral man tilth a ~urgeois 
backzround proposes to her, and is rejected and 
ridiculed when the girl is found to be innocent . 
"Fear," Alexander Afinogenov (1931), Sif'. Soviet Plavl!!• 
An individualistic professor is converted by the net~ 
Soviet intellectuals and becomes a dediented Communist . 
This play recalls the movement of the thirties to 
t•educaten the intellegentsia to the Soviet way of doing 
things . 
"Field Harshall Kutusov,u Vladimir Solovyov (1939). 
S~ven SoviQ~ Plavs . ) .. hrstoficif ·play designed to revive Russian , 
chauvinism during the ar. . The Napoleonic invasion 
is depicted; Field t1arshal.t ... utusov, with the aid of 
the eomroon people, expels the invadE;n:·s t saving the 
fatherland. 
''Frm"lt," Alexander orneichuk (1942), Sev~n Sgvi~t 
Ela;y;q .. 
"Frontn critici~es the tactics of old Civil War 
generals fighting the Germans by presenting a eonflict 
bet-ween an old ge.11eral and a YO'-m&, recently trained 
commander# The latter wins the conflict in aeeordance 
with Stalin'o desire "to conduct war along modern lines n 
"Good Luck," Vietor Rozov (1955); ~oyj.et . ki_t:,e;raturf,. 
No . 4, 1956 . · 
A story of young people at the crucial point of 
deciding on a career. A cousin from Siberia helps 
i\ndrci, seventeen, d cide for himself, 'Wh.ile the love 
of a girl i:n.fluenees his older brother, Arkadi, to 
meet the trials of an acting career with confidenee . 
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"lnga, 11 atole Glebov (1929) , Six Sgviet Plays . 
A play "rritten to ~edefine the ufdeal Soviet weman," 
"Ingan portrays an austere tvoman factory manager who 
breaks up the marriage of Glafeera, a sweet peasant 
girl . Glafeera , at first somet-1hat dejected, becomes 
~-nancipated and educated--the nideal"--contrasted with 
the cold and selfish Inga . 
nrrkutsk Story ," Al~~ei Arbuzov (1959) ~ Soviet 
Literature , No . 7, 1960 . 
A simple and moving love story of Sergei , who marries 
his friend's girl , giving her needed respect and 
position.. Sergei is d owned in an accident . but the 
girl t nO't<I the mother of two children, courageously 
carries on Sergei 's work . 
"Lyubov Yarovaya ," Konstantin Trenyov (1926), Sgviet 
ssene. 
A historical play about the Civil War showing the 
struggle between the v1hites and the Reds in Southern 
Russia . A young 't-x>man school teacher leads the Reds 
to victory after turning against her husband , who has 
d~fected to the \fuites . · 
ttt·1ystery-Bouf£e ," Vladimir Ma.yakovsky (1918) , great 
Mas ter ieces o Russian Drama . 
A uturistic, heavi y propagandistic play which pits 
the exploiting classes against the ,;.;orking man in a 
struggle for survival in the face of a flood . The 
working man triumphs, as the ncommon man" appears as 
Hessiah to shov1 them to the ''Promised LMd of 
Communism. " 
norchards of Polovchansk ,u Leonid Leonov (1938), Seven 
Soviet Pl§;y:s . 
In order to prepare the Soviet people psychologically 
for war, this play shows a family reunion before five 
brothers leave for the army . One of the boys doesn ' t 
come home--he has already gi en his life for his 
country . 
"Square of Flowers," Vassily llyenkov (1945), Soviet 
Scene . 
Marking the heroism of Russians in a German occupied 
town, this play tells the story of a family who 
shelters an injured Russian flier , and join in 
murdering a traitor about to expose then1. At the end 
t hey are all killed by German police, except the young 
daughter, who escapes with the flier. 
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lB . nThe Thirdt Pathetique ," Nikolai Pogodin (1958), Soviet 
Literature, No . 11, 1959. 
In this recent historical play, Lenin is portrayed 11 
again, conducting the campaign for socialism among the 
workers . The plot involves a bourgeois capitalist who 
returns after the Revolution to find his hidden money . 
A policeman, ~.mo is a friend of Lenin , is assigned to 
the task of apprehending the man, and his daughter who 
is in love t-li th another criminal. 
19 .. uyears of Handering," Alexei Arbuzov (1954), Soviet 
Lite~ature, No . 9 , 1954. 
A '&itter story of love and t-?ar . A married soldier 
falls in love t ith another woman while separated from 
his wife by the war . Hi~ lover, although indiscreet, 
helps him to become a better man . He is reunited with 
his wife at the end, but his lover loses both him and 
another she loved . 
20 . "Yegor Rulychov and Others ,tt Maxim Gorky (1932), Four 
Soviet Plays . 
'fhis play pictures in detail the decadent bourgeois 
society which the Revolut ion was to crush . The rich 
merchant Bulychov dies of cancer , his scheming, tnnnoral 
relatives and business associ tes fighting for his 
money . 
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Nane or Play----------- Author _______ _ 
~Date Written· Disposition in Soviet Theatre 
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Central Characters (identification) ______ ------- -----------
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other Comments ~--------------------------------------------------------
(use back side if necessar,y) 
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